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Abstract 

The following manuscript and the accompanying artist's statement examine the process 

of playwriting in creating and developing the full-length play, BLOOD: A Scientific 

Romance. The play examines the importance of relationships and the inability of science 

to fully understand human connection. 
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CHAPTER 1: BLOOD RESEARCH AND INSPIRATION 

Introduction 

Write what you know. This is one of the oldest adages for a writer and one of the 

most practical in terms of inspiration. In my experience, writing what you know tends to 

lead to writing what you would like to know. In writing BLOOD: A Scientific Romance I 

started from a place of experience and wrote a story as an exploration of what I would 

like to know more about. 

The initial stimulant to write the play was my relationship with my twin sister, 

Jennifer. Having just moved far from home, I was surprised at the depth of emotion I felt 

as a result of being away from her. I began to think about my relationship with her and to 

realize that the journey of twins is one of gradual separation. The disconnection starts 

with birth. It was during this very first moment of our lives, after all, that we began to 

disengage and have our own experiences. 

I then became intrigued by what it means to love a person and what this love 

could do. I started to see love as more than an emotion but as an imperative connection 

between people. I began to see intimacy as a critical part of human life, necessary for 

health, happiness and satisfaction in every sphere of existence. In BLOOD: A Scientific 

Romance the definition of this connection became intimacy, intimacy in sharing both 

who we are and our vulnerabilities. Because of the importance of this closeness I began 

to think about what a person would do if it were threatened. This was where what I knew 

translated into a series of questions. In staying connected might one sacrifice one's 

individual growth? Can love ever truly be severed? Can it be examined scientifically, or 
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are there matters of human involvement that lie outside of scientific scrutiny? Writing is 

in many ways like a science experiment, something foreign must be introduced into the 

play's world to create conflict and then like a Petri dish, the stage is watched to observe 

results. If one views a play this way, it can be determined that as I write I become a kind 

of scientist, taking my own emotions, the deep love I have for my sister, and 

experimenting with them in order to better understand how others might feel when faced 

with possible segregation. The topic of this experiment is connection and in exploring its 

importance one is faced with its opposition, separation. 

BLOOD: A Scientific Romance tells the tale of twin sisters Angelique and 

Poubelle Marcel. The girls are orphaned after a car crash places them in such a dire 

condition that it is assumed they will die. Once rejoined in their side-by-side gurneys at 

the hospital, however, they begin to thrive. It appears that they have been healed by each 

other's presence. This healing appears to transcend medical explanation and to their 

physician, Dr. Glass,' surprise, their blood begins to clot saving their lives. Thematically, 

the idea of love is used synonymously with the word connection and in opposition 

science represents separation or a lack of emotional or instinctual connection. Doctor 

Glass uses science as a way to maintain some emotional distance from affairs of the 

world. He uses his science to engage Poubelle and Angelique without risking any 

emotion vulnerability. He lives a controlled life in hopes of minimizing any emotional 

risk but as the play continues it becomes apparent that without intimacy and the risk it 

brings, humans cannot survive. Looking at case studies of twins and their emotional 

constancy strengthened my views regarding connection, as did Daniel Goleman's 

research on the impact of human relationships upon our neurological and corporeal 
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health. The medical establishment within Nazi Germany exemplified the metaphor of 

science as a type of disconnect. Doctors working in the extreme circumstances of the 

concentration camps employed science at least partially to objectify their patients in order 

to emotionally handle the torture they were inflicting. 

It was once my research was completed that I was able to craft a story beyond my 

personal experience and the plot slowly began to emerge. Doctor Glass, who was once 

connected to his family, lost his wife and position. He is a man who started with a 

connection only to become separated. His entire life becomes driven by this loss. Max is 

isolated upon entering the play but becomes connected to Angelique. Having no idea that 

something was missing, he discovers only what connection entails through 

companionship and intimacy. The twins, Angelique and Poubelle, linked at the beginning 

of the play, defend this intimate bond only to discover that in holding on so tight to each 

other they might become consumed. BLOOD: A Scientific Romance is an exploration 

into the connections we make in our lives and the separations we endure. My goal was to 

write a story that explored the many facets of human intimacy. My hope was to create a 

rapport with audiences that afforded greater reflection on the significance of 

relationships. Researching a broad range of topics in which I searched for clarification 

started the process. The topics: twins and multiple births, human experimentation and 

emotional intelligence became the spark compelling the writing. I sought my own 

perspective on relationship. Looking back, I had only an inkling of what I wished to 

create and through many drafts and deep exploration sought to crystallize my thoughts. 

Never before had I spent so much time and effort on one piece. The two years spent have 

resulted in a full-length play and have also deepened my knowledge of myself as a writer. 
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Twins and Multiples: Navigating Intimate Relationships 

I grew up hearing family tales of a somewhat mystical connection. My father told 

a story of his mother waking up suddenly in the night experiencing a panicked feeling 

that she must go to her son, Jim. Without knowing the reason for the compulsion she 

rushed to his room and found him tangled and hanging dangerously from his crib. There 

are variations on this theme. These stories told over and over have generated feelings of 

pride and mystery. In looking at relatives, our family always held that there is more than 

just consanguinity that binds us. There is an elusive tie that is more than just shared 

blood. My research goal was to decipher this bond. 

I found myself drawn to stories of conjoined twins. Their unique experiences 

illustrated many of the themes I wished to explore in my play. Robert Bogdan points out 

in his introduction to Psychological Profiles Of Conjoined Twins that" biological 

variation and spontaneously occurring events help create unusual individuals whose 

differences highlight questions about the human condition" (Smith, Foreword). It is for 

this reason that the catalyst of the play is the phenomenon of twins healing each other in 

severe cases of hemorrhaging. As twins growing up my sister and I were asked, "Can you 

read each other's mind?' and "When you wake up in the morning do you know which 

sister you are?" These kinds of questions were directed at us, even though my fraternal 

twin sister and I share no more similarities in DNA than ordinary siblings. 

Metaphorically, Angelique and Poubelle are conjoined twins. They are so close 

that I have come to think of them as being attached. I believe that they have lived life up 

until the start of the play as one being. It was for this reason that I sought to understand 

the lives of conjoined twins. The original conjoined twins, Chang and Eng, from whom 
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the term Siamese twins was derived, lived their entire lives together and struggled to find 

a balance in power and individual identity. Joined by a five inch long "thick cord of 

flesh" (Smith 1) they struggled to survive a life of fame and fortune, and eventually 

developed a complex system in which they could both enjoy some semblance of 

individuality. Born in 1811, the twins were raised by their mother in Siam (Smith 1). In 

1829, at the age of seventeen the boys sailed for America to be managed and exhibited by 

a Scottish merchant, Robert Hunter (13). After years of exhibition they finally purchased 

property, settled in Wilkes County, North Carolina and settled down to a more private life 

on a farm (23). On April 15, 1843 Chang and Eng were married to sisters Adelaide and 

Sarah Yates (31). Although the lives of these four people were to become intertwined in 

much more extreme ways than the average blended family, each pair, -Chang with 

Adelaide and Eng with Sarah,- managed to create two households in which numerous 

children and grandchildren flourished (41). Another house was built a mile away from the 

original homestead. A pattern was set that scheduled three days to be spent at one house 

and than three at the other ensuring that each twin could be the head of his household 

(31). This schedule was followed religiously for the remainder of the Twins' lives (31). It 

was observed that, "on Chang's days Eng... allowed Chang to go and to do as he wished 

and on Eng's days Chang surrendered his will and allowed Eng to go and do as he 

wished" (Judge Graves as quoted by J. David Smith). 

I'm sure everyone who has ever wanted to be defined by more than a preceding 

sibling's fame or notoriety can relate to the need to create the space for individuality. In 

my play, Poubelle and Angelique are at the cusp of just such a struggle. Poubelle still 

"thinks in twos" while Angelique finds herself drawn to experiences that are hers alone. 
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Poubelle feels betrayed by her sister and spends much of the play coming to the 

realization that she must face life as an individual. Angelique loves her sister but is 

conflicted between the desire to stay in the comfortable situation she has with her sister, 

or pursue her own yearning for love. It can be assumed that Chang and Eng battled for 

their individuality in much the same way. In BLOOD: A Scientific Romance the twins are 

in transition and are exploring the new roles they have set up for themselves. 

Even though pains were taken by the Siamese twins to create individual lives, in 

many ways they did operate as one person. Although Eng was in good health when his 

brother died in the middle of the night in 1941, Eng only lasted one hour before he "went 

into a stupor" (Smith 44) and died. It is the peculiar balance of working as both a couple 

and individuals that makes the lives of twins so unique. Although non-conjoined twins 

obviously have an easier time navigating this balance I believe that it is a challenge for all 

twins. There is closeness in their shared experience that is very particular. Twins often 

enjoy thirteen to fifteen years of essentially parallel lives before branching off into 

different life choices. With this shared experience comes a fierce loyalty, and an urge to 

stay with the person who 'really knows you.' It is through this mire of emotions that 

Angelique and Poubelle wade. They are trying to find themselves without losing each 

other. 

Another set of multiple births caught my interest during the writing process of 

BLOOD: A Scientific Romance. The story of the 1934 birth of the Dionne quintuplets was 

as intriguing as that of Chang and Eng. The celebrated quintuplets rich story suggested 

the tone I wanted to capture. There was something in the atmosphere in the way that the 

girls were put on display that influenced my play. The quints changed the lives of not just 
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those related to them but were credited with saving the economy of the entire town of 

Corbeil in Northern Ontario (Burton 12) and maybe that of the whole country. At the 

height of their fame the girls "represented a five-hundred-million-dollar asset" (Burton 

12).The particular situation of their birth and existence made them unlike any other 

babies in the world at the time and thrust them into a life that could hardly be called their 

own. The Dionne quintuplets were exploited for the entertainment and distraction of the 

public around them. They were viewed as Canada's children and were given unmeasured 

care, in a hospital equipped with the most up-to-date technology to ensure that the five 

girls wouldn't succumb to "clouds of germs that could kill or cripple them" (Burton 16). 

They were "protected from curious crowds who could suffocate or crush them; protected 

from kidnappers, who would certainly steal them.. .protected ... from the future, dark and 

uncertain and above, all, protected ... from their own parents" (Burton 16). One could 

say they were protected from life. 

The children were viewed as "the luckiest children in the world" (16) during the 

height of their fame. It wasn't until years later that the emotional fallout of the situation 

was even considered. In contemplating the story of the Dionne quintuplets I found certain 

aspects had resonance for my play. The girls were put on a pedestal by the world around 

them just because of their circumstances. They had no choice in the way their lives were 

governed. They were scrutinized and inspected. As I read about their lives I began to 

perceive their distinctiveness as a burden. These tiny babies were now responsible for 

millions of people's pleasure and by simply eating and utilizing materials chosen for 

them they were responsible for boosting "the sales of condensed milk, toothpaste, 

disinfectant and dozens of other products" (12). In Blood, Poubelle and Angelique do not 
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consciously do anything extraordinary to save each other's lives. The fact that they 

possess enough connection to help heal each other has nothing to do with choice. Like the 

Dionne Quints, Poubelle and Angelique are both celebrated and punished for being 

different. In both situations the girls' well being is decided by everyone but themselves. 

As I continued my research I noticed a pattern in that the children were taken 

from their parents and managed by new primary guardians. The Siamese twins were 

taken to the new world by the merchant sailor, Robert Hunter (Smith 13). The Dionne 

Quintuplets were essentially taken from their parents and put under the care of Doctor 

Allan Roy Dafoe. Dafoe became as famous as the girls themselves. He was credited with 

keeping the "miracle" (Burton 15) babies alive and was loved for it by the nation. In the 

first years of the Quints' lives there was no questioning Dafoe's authority. Their 

biological father, Oliva Dionne, was shunned and placed in a very bad light by the press 

(67) while Dafoe was seen as a "hero" (67). This parental authority eventually became 

transferred to the doctor. After a contract was signed in which it was stated that 

exhibitions of the children must be under the "consent" (71) of the doctor he took it upon 

himself to make all the decisions regarding the five girls. 

The essential character of Dr. Dafoe was altered by the experience of acting as the 

guardian of the quintuplets. Early in his career he was described as "a near recluse" (3 1) 

and was seen as the less ambitious or successful son in the Dafoe household. His brother, 

on the other hand, was reputed to be "one of the best obstetricians in Toronto" (Burton 

28). In reality Allan Dafoe was a quiet man with a stammer who moved to Northern 

Ontario to deal with his feelings of inadequacy (31). It is said that Dr. Dafoe "had never 

fully recovered from the blow of his wife's death in 1926" (31), a detail that ultimately 
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influenced the character of Dr. Glass. In my play, it is the death of Glass' wife and son 

that propels his compulsion to study Angelique and Poubelle. Glass loves the twins to the 

best of his ability but because of residual hurt he never truly risks opening his heart fully 

to them. Glass hides his vulnerability behind a front of scientific purpose. In my play, the 

news never becomes public that the twins can heal each other but it is always on Glass' 

mind. In both the Dionnes and the Marcels there is a symbiotic relationship between the 

doctors and the children. The children need proper care and guidance and at the same 

time without the phenomenal children the doctors have no purpose or identity. 

The themes of need and connection ran throughout the research. In each case the 

groups of children were mistakenly treated as single entities. In each case the children 

grappled with issues of loyalty and their need for individuality. In the case of the 

Dionnes, Doctor/Guardian became intensely involved in the affairs of their everyday 

lives complicating matters. These dynamics of conflicted loyalty and individuation are 

employed in the play as examples of how relationships can begin to alter and adapt. Both 

Angelique and Poubelle explore individuality in different ways. Angelique becomes 

intimate with Max, something her sister disapproves of, while Poubelle rebels against the 

paternal relationship of Dr. Glass. Although there is tension in the restructuring of 

relationships, new intimacy is gained when the girls finally confess their true feelings. 

Eventually they must come to terms with who they really are, both as regards to their 

own identities as well as the manner in which they relate to one another. As the truth 

emerges, each character must choose whether to accept these new conditions or not. In 

trying to control relationships the twins risk severing the ties that they wish to preserve. 
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Science as a Means of Disconnecting 

Because BLOOD: A Scientific Romance is about human connection I began to 

research how the formation of close relationships is impeded. What tools have been 

employed to keep emotional vulnerability to a minimum. After completing a series of 

studies on neuroanatomy, Dr. Daniel Goleman author of Social Intelligence concluded 

that human connection is not just important for a person's psychological health but also 

imperative to physical health. His research indicates that all connection is based on 

empathy (Goleman 20). Goleman's studies will be discussed further in the coming 

section but after reading it I began to ask, if humans are social animals, and those 

relationships are so important then how do we explain the countless atrocities that we 

inflict on one another? These can be witnessed in every war in history but specifically for 

BLOOD I became most interested in case studies of humans used for medical 

experiments. 

Although it would be inaccurate to describe the manner in which the Dionne 

Quintuplets were raised as torture, there was an element of detachment that resulted in 

their being treated more as scientific subjects than children. In the series Classics In 

Child Development there is a volume dedicated to the Collected Studies On The Dionne 

Quintuplets. This book offers observations of the girls during the first years of their lives. 

In the book's forword, Dr. Dafoe, their primary guardian, offers a glimpse of how the 

primary guardian viewed his wards: 

During their early days we were concerned about the health of these five 

children and their chance of survival. But as soon as their physical 

development reached the stage at which they were equal to normal 
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children in hardihood I was anxious that the phenomenon of their birth and 

survival should be recorded and studied, also their development should be 

observed from any angle which might be of scientific interest. (Dafoe in 

Collected Studies On The Dionne Quintuplets 1) 

The book chronicles the development of the children and records each child's 

progress in a series of graphs, charts and illustrations. Although there are countless books 

written about the Dionnes this one is different. It views the Dionne's as a mechanism to 

simply help define normal child development. There is little regard demonstrated for the 

feelings of the subjects, and in reading it one assumes that the idea of the girls growing 

up and reading about themselves was either not thought of or the authors were insensitive 

to how the subjects might feel about being so objectified. The tone is so detached that it 

could be argued that the book was not even written about the Dionne Quints. The real 

topic was the science of child development. The children were simply viewed as methods 

and controls used in exploration. 

In one series of table charts, columns are assigned to each girl according to how 

she interacted (25). There was a strict definition of what constituted an interaction, or as 

it was labeled by the doctors, "a contact" (4). An example of a definition used for "a 

contact" would be "physical or other contact between children, other than that of a casual 

nature, which implies social awareness on the part of one or both children" (Blatz, 

Milichamp and Charles 9). Throughout the book the children's every move was observed 

and transcribed. Many pictures chronicled the children 'playing' with a nurse dressed in 

starched white dress while she recorded observations on a pad of paper in front of her. 

The scientist Dr. Blatz, who was director of the Institute of Child Study at the University 
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of Toronto at the time, headed up these studies. He used the children to test his new 

theories and methods regarding child rearing. The environment created by Dr. Dafoe, Dr, 

Blatz and the many other doctors and nurses who were present was one of stern, 

dispassionate science. This could be confusing for both the Quints and their nurses. 

Mollie O'Shaughnessy, one of the girl's nurses noted in her diary, 

I thought perhaps Dr. Blatz was a little severe. I don't think he wanted to 

show too much love towards the children. . .he didn't like to emote 

himself. Suppose for instance, one of them wakened up through the night 

with a nightmare: he didn't want you to make too much of it (Burton 120). 

One of the nurses decided to leave because she felt "too attached to the babies" 

(Burton 118). The departure caused deep feelings of abandonment in the five young girls. 

The exploitation of the Dionne Quintuplets increased exponentially over time. They were 

used as a distraction for a culture immersed in The Great Depression. They were used to 

sell magazines, movies and countless products and they were employed as model test 

subjects in child health and development. There is ample evidence that some of the 

choices made regarding the five sisters did little to benefit their health or eventual 

development. In James Brough's When We Were Five the girls spoke for themselves 

regarding how they felt about the ordeal of their childhoods. No longer useful as cherubic 

celebrities or under the control of the child development specialists, the girls were 

abandoned in a world they had always been separated from. The literature regarding the 

adult lives of the Dionnes offers a vision that differs greatly from the saccharine 

sweetness of their youth. The five miracle babies went on to suffer from illness, 

bankruptcy, relationship failure and depression (Burton 205). 
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Although some of the scientific methods applied in rearing the Dionnes seems 

dislocating and sterile in comparison to contemporary standards, it is mild when 

contrasted with what would happen in Germany a few short years later. World War II 

commenced just as the Quints were in their fifth year and with it a whole other level of 

human disconnection was exposed. The holocaust represents a period in hitory when 

human life was seen as collateral for a new set of ideals. In all the stories of 

disconnection studied during my writing process, there was always a justification offered 

to explain away the costs of human exploitation. The Dionnes were portrayed as a tool 

that would permit Dr. Blatz to better the world and better our knowledge of child science. 

The Dionnes were viewed not so much as people, as an "opportunity". This same 

mentality can be detected when one reads transcripts of The Nuremburg Trials of 1945. 

After the trials, three hundred and fifty doctors working under the National 

Socialist dictatorship were revealed to have carried out unethical experiments and 

torturous activities under the guise of "science"(Aziz 12). In an effort to come to terms 

with these activities and prevent similar occurrences, the "German medical corp." (Aziz 

13) subsequently stated that a doctor's "only guidelines must be the demands of science, 

and of professional ethics," and that the "influence that bureaucracy and other 

institutions. .have nothing to do with the relationship between doctor and patient" (Aziz 

13). These statements were not new to the scientific community and had already been 

articulated within the Hippocratic Oath that the doctors of the time would have taken as 

part of their graduation from medical school. The Nuremberg Trials revealed a trail of 

neglect and abuse. In looking at the recorded torture one cannot help but question how it 

happened. How could so many educated people treat other humans with such malice and 
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disdain? In listening to the doctors' stories one begins to understand how they mentally 

and emotionally dealt with what they were doing so that they could follow the orders of 

the Third Reich. As in the situation of the Dionne Quintuplets, Nazi doctors detected 

incredible opportunity in the situation before them. A plethora of disposable people 

provided a means to gain invaluable scientific data in a short amount of time. There was 

need in research areas beyond mere scientific curiosity (which was fuelled as well) since 

the number of German casualties was growing everyday. It was hoped that science might 

offer solutions to keep these numbers down. Twins were also of great interest as they 

represented the opportunity to breed multiple Aryans at a time. Thus the prisoners used 

were demoted from humans to research subjects in order to serve the requirements of the 

Third Reich. 

One series of body heat tests I read about had particular impact upon me and 

eventually evolved into the cold-water tests that Dr. Glass puts the twins through in the 

play. In July 1942, concerned with the mounting deaths of sailors due to exposure in the 

North Sea, Heinrich Himmler ordered a series of experiments stating that, "There is no 

reason for the prisoners in the concentration camps not to help us. And they can help by 

acting as guinea pigs for our experiments" (Aziz 54). The goal of these tests would be to 

try and figure out methods to help German soldiers who found themselves submerged in 

the ocean's cold waters after their ships had gone down. During the experiments, 

prisoners were chosen and outfitted in flyers' uniforms and asked to stand ready next to a 

tank of water. In this tank, blocks of ice floated to ensure that the water stayed at "43 

degrees" (58). Once the water was at the proper temperature the prisoner was then lifted 

into the water. As many as three scientists sat at the tank's edge to record the results. The 
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pain that followed could not have gone unnoticed by anyone, let alone eager scientists 

whose purpose was to record even the slightest reaction. In one such experiment it was 

noted that the prisoner's body "contorted" and his "features were soon distorted by 

suffering" (Aziz 58)." During the seventy-minute long ordeal sheets of ice were 

deposited to replace the ones that had melted while the prisoner's body convulsed, jerked 

and lost consciousness (58). At the brink of death, the prisoner's body was hauled out of 

the water and examined before undergoing any warming efforts (59). When it was 

decided that all the data had been recorded, the prisoner was "plunged into a hot bath" 

(59). A piercing cry was recorded coming from the prisoner before he fully awoke from 

unconsciousness (59). Out of eighty prisoner subjects used in this low temperature 

research the scientists recorded that "fifteen to eighteen... died" (63). The knowledge 

gained from the experiments resulted in ensuring that a soldier's neck be covered if he 

ever found himself in similar cold-water circumstances (61). 

These same kinds of tests were used to test racial theories as well. In February 

1943, a pair of Russian officers were taken to the pool and told to undress. They were 

ordered to get into the tank and then were observed as they suffered in the cold water 

(74). After two and a half hours a nurse suggested anesthetic for the suffering Russians. 

The response received was "out of the question" (Aziz 74). They died slowly after five 

hours of being submerged in the ice water. Upon concluding the experiments Dr. 

Rascher, one of the scientists participating, commented, "These Bolsheviks have 

superhuman resistance. This deserves further study" (75). This comment would ensure 

that more people were harvested and subjected to the scientist's whims. 
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Although human experimentation did not originate with the Nazis, I doubt it has 

ever occurred with such intensity, variety and organization. Most of the experiments 

carried out were documented and filed. One of the experiments I came across directly 

paralleled the subject matter I was interested in exploring in my play: blood coagulation. 

Robert Feix was a Jewish chemist who had a reputation in Germany as an expert in the 

study of "diet and the coagulation of blood" (Aziz 78). His discovery "homtag" (79) was 

an anti hemorrhage tablet. It was hoped that if taken by soldiers at the front it would help 

guard against blood loss fatalities. This exciting discovery was picked up by Nazi doctor, 

Sigmund Rascher and used to test his own version of the tablet that he called "polygal" 

(79). In order for this tablet, made up of "slices of sugar beet, pectin extracted from 

apples and dextrose" (8 1) to be tested the doctor set up a series of experiments during 

which the subject would be inflicted with gun shot wounds. These tests were documented 

in files that recorded that the prisoner, in this case a Russian, "was shot in the right 

shoulder by an S.S member who aimed down at his victim while standing on a chair. The 

bullet came out of the body near the liver" (80). These records document that the painful 

death of the victim took "twenty minutes" (80). 

One of the most enlightening parts of this horrific story is how these experiments 

came to be known by an outsider. While the testing was going on there was an air of 

great excitement. The doctors involved with the blood coagulation tests felt they were 

"on the eve of an astounding discovery" (79). During this time Dr. Sigmund Rascher was 

visited by his uncle, Dr. Fritz Rascher. Left alone in the younger's office, the elder came 

upon the papers describing the experiments mentioned above. His feelings transformed 

from excitement to horror as he read what his nephew was studying (80). When he 
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confronted his nephew he asked, "how could a doctor perpetrate such horrible acts?" (80) 

Dr. Sigmund Rascher was at first defensive but after discussing the lack of ethics in the 

experimentation he began to realize what he had done. His reply changed from "I must 

not think about this! I must not think..." to a confession in which he said, "I've taken a 

wrong turn-but I don't see what I can do about it now" (80). 

This awakening to the ethics of what was being carried out is very intriguing. 

Both the scientists working on the Dionnes and those experimenting on the prisoners in 

the concentration camps fuelled their morals with a kind of utilitarian attitude. They felt 

that the science carried out would better humanity's understanding of the world and help 

serve future generations. As long as a cause was identified, the inhuman activities and 

objectification could be continued without the scientists admitting to themselves what 

they were doing. When concentration camp prisoners were infected with Typhus as a 

means of testing vaccinations, hundreds died in agony. When questioned about the 

scientific ethics of the experiments, Conti, the German secretary of State replied," 

Believe me, I'm a doctor too, and against such experiments. Human life is just as sacred 

for me.. .A decision had to be taken. As Secretary of State, this was my responsibility. 

We must apply measures to save millions of people even at the cost of a few human 

lives." (Aziz 101 Vol.3) 

It was impeded by these kinds of moral blinders that I wanted my character, Dr. 

Glass to see the world. In the play, Glass becomes so obsessed with being on the brink of 

discovery, so close to identifying human connection that he misses the opportunity for 

any genuinely intimate human interactions. The last research I did in terms of scientific 

experiments was on a man who demonstrated the keen interest in twins I had previously 
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researched and the incredible insensitivity of the S.S Doctors: Dr. Joseph Mengele. Dr. 

Joseph Mengele was the chief doctor in the Concentration Camp Auschwitz-Birkenau. 

He ordained the fate of "nearly ten thousand people" (Aziz 144, Vol 2) by simply 

deciding if they were to be worked or put to death immediately. Although the medical 

team of the camps had little to do with healing and more to do with judging who could 

work, Mengele used the camps to fuel his scientific interests. These interests most 

notably included a fascination with twins. Twins were of great interest to the Nazi 

ideology for they seemed to prove the "essential importance of heredity" (Aziz Volume 2 

81). The conclusion made by observing twins was that "intelligence, or stupidity, courage 

or cowardice are hereditary and therefore racial characteristics" (81). This research was 

used to justify the racial cleansing of those deemed lower in race. If Mengele noticed a 

set of twins in those slotted for gassing he would write "Z.S" (136) on their chests, 

marking them for dissection rather than burning. Twins were also killed by an injection 

of chloroform to the heart (135). It was also thought that if the mystery of twins could be 

better understood Doctors could help women birth more children in less time for the 

"race whose vocation was the domination of all others" (132). Mengele slaughtered and 

dissected twins with fervor. It is recorded that he gave himself whole-heartedly to his 

experiments. Records demonstrate that Mengele "exchange[ed] blood between twin 

brothers" (119) just to see what would happen. His science became more about creative 

opportunity than about specific goals, "twins, dwarfs, the deformed of every type, were 

submitted to all the medical experiments to which the human body is capable" (Aziz Vol 

2 119). The pain or loss of human life caused by this scientific free-for-all was 

completely ignored. 
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Human Connection: Empathy 

Mengele was the most extreme example of "human disconnect" I came across in 

my research. He demonstrated no recognition that the people he was torturing, starving 

and sending to the gas chambers had the same sensibilities as he did. How did he train 

himself to think this way? It wasn't as if Mengele didn't have feelings, as there is 

evidence that he had an affair with "a young and beautiful Polish Jewess" (Vol 2 116) 

named Wilma. He showed her preferential treatment which, had he been caught, would 

have sent him to the front lines (116). How is it that Mengele could care for Wilma, a 

Jew, when daily he sent hundreds to their deaths in order that he do his part in liquidating 

the Jewish race? Daniel Goleman has studied precisely this kind of strange dichotomy, 

and wrote about it in his book Social Intelligence. It was in reading Goleman's work that 

I was most inspired to write BLOOD: A Scientific Romance. The ideas contained in 

Social Intelligence informed the philosophy of the play and fostered my drive to create a 

story in which the ideas could be effectively communicated. 

Goleman has taken the study of human connection to a new level. Where once 

relationships were thought to be good for emotional health, Goleman discovered that they 

were equally important for physical health. The twins healing each other in BLOOD 

personify this idea. Goleman felt he had discovered a kind of social neuroscience. When 

we engage with the people around us, he theorized that our brains are "drawn into an 

intimate brain-to-brain link up" (Goleman 4). The "neural bridge" (4) of this interaction 

affects the synapses firing in our brains. These reactions release chemicals in our bodies 

resulting in feelings of pleasure, discomfort, pain or fear. If an interaction were to induce 

negative feelings such as stress this can lead to "the operation of specific genes that 
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regulate the immune system" (5) and in turn have a significant effect on our physical 

health. Goleman proposed that we are "wired to connect" (4) and there is a depth of 

connection between humans that is surprisingly profound. 

Goleman observed that feelings are contagious and through interacting with 

someone we become trapped in a loop of empathy in which we begin to feel as they feel 

(19). Through this empathy we will take on the same facial expressions and movements 

as those we are talking to. This physical empathy can be as subtle as matching up breath 

with the person being spoken to. This mirroring effect isn't just mimicry, when we are 

connected to someone and they are feeling grief we begin to feel grief. Goleman pointed 

out that we would feel grief in much the same way had it been us who suffered the loss. 

There is little neurological difference between empathetic grief and a person's own grief. 

In reverse, empathizing with someone could bring us to a more positive place. This idea 

is demonstrated in Angelique's ability to thrive once she has connected to Poubelle. 

When this link is strong, Goleman refers to it as "rapport." Studies show that in 

this state people will find that their "physiology attunes" (28). However, this rapport does 

not occur in every interaction between people. Both participants conversing with each 

other must be open to each other's signals and be able, therefore, to empathize with each 

other. In one study, a man had a finger that was splintered and bandaged. At one point 

during an interaction he appeared to re-injure himself. If the person interacting with him 

was looking him in the eye during the re-injury they were likely to wince and take on his 

facial expression. This would lead to an empathetic stimulation of pain synapses resulting 

in the person feeling as though they had hurt themselves. Those who were not looking 

him in the eye were less likely to empathize physically with the man's injury. Goleman 
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noted that "when our attention is split, we tune out a bit, missing crucial details-especially 

emotional ones. Seeing eye to eye opens a pathway for empathy" (30). 

Relationship results from active participation from both parties. Goleman offers 

an example, noting that while he was walking through a busy subway he saw a man 

"sprawled across the steps midway down... lying motionless, eyes closed" (51). It was 

obvious that this man was in need of care but the rest of the people in the subway took no 

notice and even walked over his body in order to carry on in their direction. When 

Goleman stopped to see what was wrong he observed that "something remarkable 

happened: other people stopped too" (51). It was once people were seemingly awakened 

to the man's condition that they began to empathize and were compelled to help. When 

the body enters this empathic connection that Goleman refers to as "looping" (167) it 

begins to feel what the other person is going through on both a physical and emotional 

level. Looping is the non-verbal interaction through which two or more brains link and 

begin to empathize with each other. This is what impelled the people to act once they 

connected with the man on the stairs, in their bodies they began to feel as he did and in 

comforting him they were in turn comforting themselves. Goleman observes that 

"urbanites learn to manage the anxiety of seeing someone in such dire straits by 

reflexively shifting attention away" (52). This recalls the 'awakening' of Dr. Rascher 

when his uncle brought up the inhumane treatment of the prisoners in the blood 

coagulation experiments. Dr. Rascher had purposely not paid attention to what the 

prisoners were experiencing: he distracted himself with his experiments and the promise 

of a scientific breakthrough so that he wouldn't have to feel the suffering of those around 

him. The self-absorption of the Nazi Doctors, at least partially, was a survival method. 
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They needed to commit into the Third Reich's scientific cause in order to live day to day 

in their situation. If Nazi scientists began to empathize it would become difficult for them 

to carry on with their ghastly work. "When we focus on ourselves, our world 

contracts.. . when we focus on others, our world expands . . . increase[ing] our capacity for 

connection-or compassionate action (Goleman 52). It is for this reason that Mengele was 

able to justify having a Jewish lover while maintaining that the other Jews were sub 

human. The two ways that Mengele related to his mistress and to those whom he sent to 

the gas chamber can be described as an I-You and an I-It relationship (106). When one 

enters an I-You relationship one begins to feel connected and share empathy with this 

person. 

The character Doctor Glass struggles with trying to maintain two opposing views 

in his I-You and I-It relationship with twins, Poubelle and Angelique. He views the girls 

as both his daughters and his subjects. This dualistic relationship causes pain and 

confusion for all parties concerned. There are times when he acts out of kindness and 

times when he acts out of scientific need. He acts as a paternal figure when it suits his 

emotional needs but retreats into scientific detachment when the twins require more 

emotional care than he feels he can risk. In backing off, Glass actively stops bonding with 

the girls. Although he can sense their needs, Glass is ultimately unable to relate to 

Poubelle and Angelique. 

The inability to have empathy is symptomatic of what psychologists deem " the 

dark triad" (Babiak and Robert D. Hare 124). The three personality traits presented in the 

triad are "narcissism, Machiavellianism, and psychopathy" (124). These traits are 

responsible for "at least half of the persistent serious and violent crimes committed in 
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North America" (18). The perpetrators of these crimes have a very high rate of recidivism 

due to their lack of attunement to the damage they cause. It would be inaccurate to 

categorize Dr. Glass as having one of these personality disorders, but it could be argued 

that Dr. Glass' selfish behavior registers on the psychopathic scale. 

The more intense a relationship, the deeper the empathy between the people 

engaging with each other. This kind of profound brain link up can result in a 

synchronicity that to the outside eye can seem supernatural. People will seem to read 

each other's minds, finish each other's sentences and act like one. This resonance can be 

explained neurologically in that "our nervous systems are constructed to be captured by 

the nervous system of others, so that we can experience others as if from within their 

skins. At such moments we harmonize with their experience and they with ours" (43). 

Poubelle and Angelique offer an example of this process. They have been together since 

before they were born, have been orphaned and raised by someone who will not 

reciprocate their love. In reaction they have turned to each other. Their connection can be 

seen in their ability to finish each other's rhymes and stories. When Max enters their 

story game we see how disconnected he appears next to the girls, who operate at such a 

high level of empathy that they seem like one being. 

BLOOD: A ScientfIc Romance is a play about connection. Each character is 

struggling with their need for intimacy. Even though the need for bond is essential to 

humanity, it puts us in a very vulnerable place. Goleman writes that over time our 

relationships actually begin to shape our biology, "gradually mold certain neural 

circuitry" (11). One must choose wisely since "being chronically hurt and angered, or 

being emotionally nourished, by someone can refashion our brain" (11). It struck me 
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upon reading Goleman's work that the ending of a significant relationship would leave an 

incredible void. It would be as if a part were missing, that person would be missing from 

the brain that came to depend on it. As an example, Poubelle and Angelique are most 

damaged not by the physical trauma suffered in the accident but in the void that their 

parents have left. This makes the most powerful relationships that bind us both beautiful 

and threatening. We depend on each other (11) because we are formed by each other. 

Conclusion 

In my examination of the science of human of relationships I found inspiration. 

Humans are fascinating and delicate creatures. We act strangely in our quest for love. 

This partly due to the danger that its vulnerability thrusts upon us. In each portion of my 

research from twins to human experimentation to social neuroscience I was struck with 

how much we rely upon one other. We need relationships in which we can be intimately 

close. Humanity seems to crack when our connections fail. Chang and Eng overcame the 

challenge of being seen as freaks and managed to create their own familial relationships 

and homes. Although the Dionne's were lavished with the very best care, nothing could 

remedy the disconnection they experienced with their family and the world. Nazi Doctors 

had to create a separation between the people they imprisoned and themselves so they 

could carry out orders. This research planted a small seed. This seed was born out of the 

personal experience I had in missing my twin sister. It germinated when I perceived that 

it is relationships that thread humanity together. We all, past and present, have felt the 

power of relationships to both heal and harm. I found comfort in the enormity of the 

research done into human relationships. I related to the research on a deep level and 

found that I began to have a clear belief I wished to share through my play. I believe that 
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human connection is what makes life worth living. Although I was unable to explain 

exactly how connection works, I was able to glean its importance. When we relate to 

each other we are comforted, nurtured and strengthened. When we disconnect from our 

relationships we can only damage ourselves and those around us. 
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CHAPTER 2: WRITING PROCESS 

Plot: Threading of Ideas 

BLOOD: A Scientific Romance was launched when an idea came to me while 

during my first few weeks in Calgary. I was thinking about how much I missed home, I 

remembered all the nicknames my sister and I have for each other, and I started thinking 

about the name "Split-lip," I couldn't get it out of my head. The initial image I had for the 

play was of the strip of highway heading west out of Cochrane. I had a vivid image of the 

Marcel family driving alone this patch of road while looking out their car window. The 

initial impulse to start writing emerged from images like these: twins, a highway, a car 

crash and a vague idea of a theme that connected somehow to "separation." My greatest 

challenge would be to transform these elements into a story. 

With nothing but these seeds in hand I embarked upon my research process. The 

subject matter began as a very broad search that eventually distilled itself into the topics 

discussed in the prior chapter. In reading about twins I became fascinated with the 

curiosity with which the world regards them. The library became less about a place to 

back up ideas and more about finding them. The study of the twins led to the study of the 

Dionne Quints. This topic proved very fruitful as Dr. Dafoe and the Dafoe hospital where 

the Quints spent their first years were to become the prototypes for Dr. Glass and his 

farm. Research into Nazi medical experimentation further fuelled my interest in 

disconnection and from where I found my idea for the cold-water tests. Some of the most 

creative ideas came from reading about subjects that didn't seem to be directly relevant. 

A playwright must be open to wherever ideas come from because "there is no special 

place" (Martini 55). Bits of character and ideas came from simply paying attention to 
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ideas around me. Through this writing process I have learned that one can rely on the 

world to inspire. It is key to train oneself to pay attention to any dramatic potential. While 

reading the newspaper I came across a headline that read, "Plant Porn titillates With 

Pollination." The article went on to describe experiments done by a young artist who had 

decided that because of a plant's sensitivity to light, it would mostly likely be stimulated 

by the projected light of film. I cut the article out and pasted it to my desk, unsure of how 

I would implement its content but confident that it was a much more interesting idea than 

I could have imagined. Playwriting is a very creative process but it is a misconception 

that a playwright invents everything. Part of a playwright's skill is in mining the ideas 

around them and knitting them into a story that communicates their vision. Goleman's 

work in Social Intelligence was brought to my attention after trying to articulate the play 

to a colleague. When I said that I was writing about connection and relationship through 

the metaphor of biology, my fellow student, Ian Prinsloo said that he had a perfect book 

for me. This proved to be true. 

The struggle to shape the narrative was the most difficult task during the writing 

process. It took many drafts to generate a comprehensible story. In past plays, I have been 

taken by an idea and then fleshed it out into what was more like a meditation than a 

specific through line. I have always been concerned with the journey of my characters but 

this has mostly been an internal struggle with the self rather than escalation from the 

outside world. With the guidance of my supervisor, Professor Clem Martini, I was 

challenged to create a narrative that would unlock and illuminate the themes I wished to 

explore. Rather than simply talk about ideas, I sought to weave them into the story. The 

goal was to illustrate the ideas in action rather than spend an hour and a half 
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philosophizing and lecturing about human connection. This would be done through 

creating a struggle for each character that would allow us to decipher who they are and 

what motivates their actions. 

Tragedy is an imitation not of men but of a life, an action, and they have 

moral quality in accordance with their characters but are happy or 

unhappy in accordance with their actions; hence they are not active in 

order to imitate their characters, but include the characters along with the 

actions for the sake of the latter. (Aristotle 27) 

Aristotle points out that a character is best portrayed through his actions rather 

than in description. This belief is also upheld in the proverb 'actions speak louder than 

words.' Although Aristotle believes that plot comes before character I tend to disagree. In 

writing this play I have come to believe that plot and character are so intertwined that one 

cannot create plot without creating characters. It is true that before deciding upon the 

structure for Blood: A Scientific Romance I had a list of characters I wished to create but 

these were just vague descriptions. It was only once the characters were given objectives 

and desires that their true natures came to life. The communication of an individual's 

values, ideas, beliefs etc. can only be determined through their actions making up the 

plot. Plot cannot exist without character since it is the character's motivations and choices 

that lead the plot's direction. This makes plot and character become a question of the 

chicken or the egg. These two elements share a symbiotic relationship, giving a play its 

depth and journey. 

In the beginning of the writing process I knew I wanted to create twin girls who 

were living in an environment against their will. These twins would be my protagonists; 
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the story would be their struggle. The question still remained if the story was more about 

one twin than the other. It took many drafts to answer this question but as the plot made 

itself clear I began to realize that I was challenging one character more than the rest. 

Poubelle has a more complicated journey than any other character in the play. She must 

deal with a number of things simultaneously, her sister grows apart from her leaving her 

with feelings of abandonment, as Poubelle searches for love Dr. Glass deals with her only 

in a clinical fashion and she is devoted to attaining freedom. 

Once I better understood the initial conflict of the piece, featuring the twins held 

against their will, a series of questions began to emerge. Why were they in confinement? 

What happened to them? Who was most responsible? The answer to these questions 

emerged as the antagonist of the play took shape. Doctor Glass acts in opposition to both 

girls and most certainly in opposition to Poubelle. Poubelle's primary objective is to 

leave the farm compound and escape with her sister. There are a series of complications 

that keep her from attaining this goal but her most direct obstacle is Dr. Glass. Dr. Glass 

has raised the girls in a kind of scientific prison and keeps a close eye on them. Poubelle 

feels that she can hardly breathe. Although other narratives such as the love story 

between Angelique and Max are woven in the fabric of the piece, the essential story is of 

Poubelle confronting Doctor Glass. Both struggle with issues of authority, intimacy, and 

attachment and we witness their mutual transformation. In the end it is through freedom 

that Poubelle learns to love. It is out of love that she finally is able to confront Dr. Glass 

about his emotional distance. Outwardly, she may appear independent and self-contained 

but underneath she has always craved connection with the people around her. Poubelle 

has to learn to let go of her sister. It is only after she has released her sister that she is 
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truly able to examine the complexities of her relationship with Dr. Glass. The play 

concludes before the audience sees Glass' reaction to Poubelle's confession. Poubelle 

confesses that she loves and wants to be loved, it is because this intimacy and sense of 

connection has been withheld from her that she dies. The tragedy of the piece arises in 

part from the fact that Poubelle dies despite what she has learned. She has overcome her 

obstacles and loves without borders. I have left Glass' transformation unseen so that the 

audience can decide for itself if he has learned or not. 

Narrative and structure were the most significant things I learned in the writing 

process. Professor Martini was always posing dramaturgical questions regarding clarity. I 

found that the best way for me to ensure clarity was to continue the pursuit of narrative 

and structure. At first I felt that I didn't have enough story but in writing many drafts, the 

world of the play began to take shape. As pointed out earlier, "a play can be viewed as a 

kind of social laboratory" (Martini 90). It is once the subjects/characters alter their status 

quo that we begin to see a shift in chemistry and the story opens up. To add further 

complication to the already unhappy life on Dr. Glass' farm I decided to introduce a new 

character into the world. The character of Max acts very much like an injection into a 

Petri dish. My purpose for him is to rupture the comfortable world of Glass, Angelique 

and Poubelle. Although quite sweet in personality, he is a caustic chemical for my writing 

purposes. He is unpredictable and does nothing to help stabilize the play's world. This 

may be unsound in a laboratory but is essential for playwriting. With the introduction of 

Max I found that the world of Poubelle and Angelique opened up. While Max worked 

with Glass, Poubelle now had two very different scientists to struggle against. While 

Angelique fell in love with Max, Poubelle was left to cope with her feelings of betrayal. 
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Max acted as a catalyst causing everyone's emotions to bubble to the surface. The 

process of escalation was one of the most important lessons I learned at the University of 

Calgary. "It is not sufficient that a character be placed in one struggle after another" 

(Martini 90). The idea of plot was very difficult for me. I saw it as strictly external and 

found myself rejecting it as manipulative. It was only after writing many drafts I began to 

understand the true meaning of plot. In each draft new complications would appear that 

would cause the characters to become more tangled in their situation. These struggles 

were not just a list of challenges but were challenges born out of choices that each 

character had made. I think of it as writing a story that deepens rather than spreads out. It 

was only by the fifth draft that I finally began to feel I had a handle on the story. I no 

longer felt like I was manipulating the characters, instead the characters told a story born 

out of their own choices not mine. It was in this slow process of rewriting that I began to 

understand the idea of action. Through escalation each character becomes "great[ly] 

invol[ed]" (Martini 90). As the situation grew more complex I saw the choices of each 

character become more and more profound. It was once I knew their essence that I really 

begin to feel empathy for them. 

I discovered that writing is a blind journey. Initially I felt that I should know the 

characters and plot before I started. I have since come to believe that there was a 

necessary period of unknowing. Some sit down and flesh out an outline. I have realized 

that in my own writing at least, it was essential that I schedule a time during which I 

wrote down any and all possible ideas. David Mamet wrote that "A good writer keeps 

the stuff everybody else throws out" (51). This "stuff," these ideas, images, bits of 

dialogue became a list of opportunities that were mined later for the most effective story. 
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This process was not without its hardships. Feelings of doubt and the fear of never 

achieving my goal (creating a compelling play) echoed that of my protagonist. Mamet 

observes that in creating the story both the protagonist and artist must be submerged "into 

the slough of despair" (37). Life imitates art: similarly to Aristotle's theories on tragedy, I 

found that it was only through struggle that I began to know my self as an artist. Through 

continual striving it was revealed to me that a plot could be excavated from this mire of 

ideas. I must give considerable credit to my dramaturg and adviser Clem who always 

urged me to dig further into my character's choices and motivations. 

Eventually, a plot evolved out of many wrong turns and dead ends. Through 

patience and hard work I began to understand the idea of something being written 

through me. The characters, compelled by their motivations and wrestling with their own 

demons, began to tell the story. This was a very satisfying sensation after the months and 

months in which I felt I was yanking the characters around in an effort to conceal my lack 

of direction. 

First Read 

The first reading of the play took place in December 2008 under the 

dramaturgical supervision of Clem Martini. A cast of undergraduate students and one 

outside actor read the play. This was to be the most disheartening but essentially crucial 

event in the playwriting process. One cannot truly comprehend where one is in the 

process of writing a play until one hears the play read out loud. Unlike other genres of 

writing, a play is not truly understood by reading it to oneself but upon being seen and 

heard. The script must lend itself to performance beyond all else. This requires a keen 

sense of what does or does not work on stage. During this first read, the play took two 
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and a half hours to complete with a five-minute break between acts. BLOOD was in no 

way a long but entertaining read. Every idea was stated twice or three times. The 

scientific dialogue was clunky and didactic. It seemed as though I had been working 

extremely hard only to create a brick of a play. It was at this point that I seriously 

contemplated giving up. This feeling was compounded by the fact that I had opened 

myself up to the advice of the room. Instead of waiting to talk to my dramaturg alone, I 

had invited advice from everyone. This was a brutal mistake and a great lesson. Let it be 

known that if you open yourself up to advice you will receive it. 

For the next two weeks I was sent emails and took invitations for coffees from 

people who wished to generously offer me their thoughts on how best to write my play. 

This advice confused and overwhelmed me. I felt as though I was no longer writing my 

own play but was instead at the mercy of all the ideas around me. Eventually I blocked 

my email access, stopped calling people back and put the play away for a month. When I 

returned to the script I decided to do so with only what my dramaturg and I had learned 

from the read. After a month of rewriting without communicating with the outside world 

I produced a leaner and more precise draft in which I cut almost one half of the script. 

What I needed to say had finally crystallized. This event has solidified my belief in the 

necessity of a close working partnership in which a safe environment can be created. I 

discovered that in being inundated with information from multiple sources it is possible 

to be over stimulated to the point of immobility. 

Upon reflection, I would have to say that this was a necessary "part of the 

process" (Mamet 51). I have come to realize that questions such as "Am I insane? Is 

anybody going to like it?" (5 1) might possibly mean that an artist is "on the right track" 
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(Mamet 51). "The artist has to undergo the same hero struggles as the protagonist" (51). 

These questions drove me to struggle harder in my efforts to truly understand the play. In 

the initial read I felt I was nowhere near where I wanted to be but in writing this next 

draft I knew I wasn't as far off as I thought. The "overwriting" was just a continuation of 

the process of putting down all the ideas I might use. Through rewriting I was able to 

decide whether the information served the story or not. Overwriting hadn't left any room 

for the audience's imagination. The play became patronizing in its over-explanations. In 

cutting I was able to "constitute. . .points within a precise structure so that the audience 

[would be able] to summon heat and imagination" (Martini 98). Without room for the 

audience's imagination the play could never reach its completion. The play's ultimate 

completion is in the fusion of what is happening on stage with what is happening in the 

audience's imagination. Mamet writes that an audience unconsciously attends the theatre 

to "share the experience with one another" and in doing so create a "community" (Mamet 

57). To overwrite is to squeeze out the audience and sabotage the last and most 

important part of the collaboration. The read acted as a catalyst and forced me to distill 

what I had written into only what was necessary. 

Rehearsal Process and Public Reading 

The rehearsal process for the public reading of BLOOD: A Scientific Romance 

started in March 2009 under the direction of Pat Finn. The cast consisted of four actors, 

Jim Dugan, Tim Hamilton, Nicola Elson and Ellen Close. This process took place three 

nights a week for three weeks. During the initial rehearsals I asked the actors 

if they had questions about the clarity of the script. The resulting questions initiated 

considerable reflection on my part during which I had to decide if I needed to rewrite a 
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section or if the actors just needed time to figure it out. The goal at this point was to 

clarify the play but not totally "disinfect" all of the human imperfections. Slight changes 

were performed to make sense of the blood exchange scene. Abstruse medical facts were 

simplified and the idea of hypovolemic shock was added. After the first week a final and 

sixth draft was completed. The rehearsal process was a truly collaborative process in 

which the actors made choices about how their characters would be performed. The 

Director, Pat Finn, was also very involved in giving input and discussing themes and 

ideas about the play. This was the most enjoyable part of the process. It provided me the 

opportunity to hear and see how the play affected those who would be presenting it to an 

audience. I was surprised by how emotionally engaged the director and actors became 

with the piece. It was rewarding and informative to hear how the artistic team related to 

the story. Discussions with Finn became a crucial link separating the play that had been 

written, from the play and the many connotations that still remained in my head. In my 

conversations with the director I was able to give the play over and learn from another's 

vision. In working with the cast I was able to see if I had created a play that was strong 

enough to act as a blue print to guide and support the creativity of others. A play must be 

sufficiently robust to withstand collaboration. "The playwright serves the ensemble art of 

drama by performance" (Smiley 255). A play can only succeed if it may become a base 

for the further creativity of the production team. If successful, a play will grow 

exponentially through collaboration and will no longer just belong to the playwright but 

to all of those who participate in the production. The final collaboration is the one that 

enlists the participation of the audience. 
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Performance and Assessment 

BLOOD: A Scientific Romance was read on April 7 and 9th as part of the 

University of Calgary's 2009 Taking Flight Festival. Sitting in the house with the 

audience offered me a chance to see how the public would react to the script. My main 

objective during the read had been to see if the script would 'breathe' with the audience, 

if they would be held captive throughout the play's journey. I gauged the success 

partially by reflecting on the physical response of the audience members throughout the 

performance. I was interested to determine if the jokes would receive laughs, but was also 

eager to see if the audience would lean forward in their seats, and hold their breath during 

moments of tension. Using this test I found that the play succeeded in most regards. The 

initial scene engaged the audience with the twins and introduced the poetic style of the 

piece. I found that the audience began to disengage in scenes that were less active, as in 

the scene where Dr.Glass introduces his research to Max. I believe that these scenes must 

be mined for further action rather than relying upon description. 

The most difficult and, in my mind, still somewhat incomplete section of the 

script is the conclusion. I am satisfied with the nature of the events in the end but have 

noticed there is still some confusion for the audience. In the final scene my goal is for the 

Poubelle to arrive at fresh conclusions and challenge Dr. Glass. This must happen while 

Poubelle and Dr. Glass are left alone in the laboratory. The confusion lies in that it seems 

inexplicable for Max to depart with one twin and not the other. In the script's current 

state, Max and Angelique's exit seems manipulated and without any other objective than 

to permit Poubelle a final intimate scene with Dr. Glass. This must be reworked so that 

my craft becomes invisible. My aim is to revise the ending so that without introducing a 
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lot of exposition, the audience can understand the medical difficulties that Poubelle is 

experiencing. In reality had someone lost as much blood as Poubelle they would have 

entered hypervolemic shock. In this state it would be incredibly dangerous to move them. 

Max's rationale would therefore be to get help and return quickly rather than risk putting 

Poubelle in a more critical condition. I believe there is logic to this thinking but the script 

must be revisited in order for the audience to follow that particular logic. 

Based on audience response and my own assessment I believe the play has 

fulfilled my ambitions. The goal was to create a story that would communicate ideas 

regarding the importance of human relationships. I believe that had I the chance, a full 

rehearsal period would allow further distillation of ideas and theme. Attention could also 

be paid to pace and energy of the play. By using biology as a metaphor for connection I 

feel that BLOOD: A Scientific Romance has achieved its goal to create a story that uses 

the action of its characters to compel viewers to reexamine their relationships and the 

significance those relationships have upon their lives. 

The process I embarked upon was an exploration into the nature of playwriting 

but it has also revealed what I want to do as a writer. In writing a play I have found that I 

can only write about what I truly believe in. It takes far too much time and work to 

consider writing about anything of less importance. Blood: A Scientific Romance is about 

creating relationship and in turn it also is about what I feel is the goal of the creative 

process. I believe that art plays a crucial role in connecting people. When one creates a 

piece of art I believe one is extending oneself in hopes of making contact. The contact is 

made when an artist communicates an idea through art and an audience responds to it. 
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The art becomes the language with which the two sides, the artist and audience, 

communicate. 

When one relates to art, be it a painting, a dance or a play one begins to empathize 

and recognize parts of oneself. This interaction is a communication at the most instinctual 

level. This association creates a strong sense of community and lets an audience be 

comforted in knowing that we as humans are all equally vulnerable and are not alone. It 

is my belief that through this research and writing process I have created a play that will 

be a catalyst for connections between the audience, the production team, myself and each 

other. 
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BLOOD: A SCIENTIFIC ROMANCE 

By Meg Braem 
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CAST 

POUBELLE: Fraternal twin to Angelique. Seventeen years old for the majority of the 
play. French Canadian. 

ANGELIQUE: Fraternal twin to Poubelle. Seventeen years old for the majority of the 
play. French Canadian. 

DR.GLASS: Sixty-five year old scientist/doctor. Has been worn and damaged by his life. 

DR. MAX STREET: Twenty-seven years old. Recent graduate from med school. 

SETTING 
The majority of the play takes place in the farmhouse that Dr. Glass has converted into a 
kind of laboratory. 
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Scene: 

ANGELIQUE and POUBELLE walk on stage and sit down in two chairs that are side by 
side. The chairs will represent the car at points of the scene. The actors playing 
DOCTOR GLASS and MAX stand visible on the sides of the stage. The actor who plays 
DOCTOR GLASS will be PAPA and the actor playing MAX will play MAM4N 

POUBELLE: The rhyming couplets 

ANGELIQUE: Our lovely set of twins 

BOTH: God knows where one ends and the other begins 

ANGELIQUE: A double of everything sweet to pleasure the eye 

BOTH: Of breath (They inhale together) 

ANGELIQUE: Of breath and of softness of thigh 

The girls are in the bacicseat of the family station wagon. 

POUBELLE: Maman, Angelique is pulling my hair! 

ANGELIQUE: Non Maman, Poubelle a commence. 

POUBELLE: Non! Papa, est-ce que vous pouvez dire a Angelique d'arreter! 

PAPA: Arrête les flues! Why don't you look outside your windows. Garde 

le beautiful, big sky. Garde ça instead of ripping each other apart 

back there. 

POUBELLE: Papa, where are we? It's so terribly flat. 

PAPA: The prairies ma chère. 

POUBELLE: Flat like a pancake. Pancake land. 

ANGELIQUE: Flapjack land! 

POUBELLE: You're a flapjack. 

ANGELIQUE: You're going to marry a flapjack! 

POUBELLE: Well, at least I'm getting married. Who'd want you? 
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PAPA: ça sufi les flues! 

Lights Change 

BOTH: Two little girls, one brunette and one blonde 

ANGELIQUE: Capillaries, cartilage, strengthening bond 

POUBELLE: With eyes set in Hazel 

ANGELIQUE: And eyes bathed in blue 

POUBELLE: Begging the question, one soul or two? 

ANGELIQUE: To find the answer we'll use science to gage 

POUBELLE: What keeps two together in this day and age 

ANGELIQUE: No questions for heaven and the powers above 

GLASS: We'll distill this bond, this liquor called love. 

In the car 

POUBELLE: Maman, ARE WE THERE YET? 

MAMAN: Why don't you open up your coloring? 

PAPA: But les flues, do I want to see wax on the upholstery? 

BOTH: Non Papa. 

Lights change 

GLASS: Cut it up, dissect it, drained and wrung dry. 

MAX: In the name of science, we must always ask WHY? 

GLASS: Slaughter it, trim it, butchered like the finest cut meat 

MAX: Loves but a word, we need proof how hearts beat 

In the car 
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POUBELLE is drawing 

ANGELIQUE: Can I see your coloring book? 

POUBELLE shows her 

You're going outside of the lines you know? 

POUBELLE: Je sais. I'm making it better. I'm making it into our house in 

Montreal. C'est the tree in the front yard. Tu vois? 

ANGELIQUE: Ah oui. Can I try one? 

POUBELLE mimes ripping apiece ofpaper and giving it to her sister. 

This is going to be the car because it feels like we live in here. 

We've been driving forever! Papa, when are we going to be there? 

PAPA: At least another twelve hours ma bleu. 

POUBELLE: You make one of the car and then we can park it on mine of the 

house. 

ANGELIQUE: Okay. 

Lights change 

GLASS: What's between those twins? That's where we'll start. 

To find love we must pull them apart. 

ANGELIQUE: And the parts joining them one were made two. 

POUBELLE: Science unkindly undid all of God's glue. 

In the car 

ANGELIQIUIE: Finis! 
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POUBELLE: Let's see. Pretty good. Like my house? 

ANGELIQUE: Don't forget to put Puss Puss in. 

POUBELLE: Ah oui! (Draws in the cat) Finis! 

ANGELIQUE: Maman 'garde ca! Regarde qu-est-ce qu'on a fait! 

POUBELLE: Papa, look at Ange and me's drawing. 

MAMAN: Ange and I, Poubelle-and don't bother your Papa when he is trying 

to drive. 

POUBELLE: But I just want to show him my drawing. 

Waves it in what would be her father 'sface 

ANGELIQUE: Me too! 

Angelique waves her picture in her father's face. They are both waving them in a way 

that would make it impossible to see the road. 

PAPA: ARRETE LBS FILLES! I can't see the road! 

MAMAN: POUBELLE! ANGELIQUE! 

Suddenly the lights go out or flash and we hear the sounds of a car crash. The girls fly 
out of the car in slow motion. The scene is one of horror and confusion. The girls end up 
lying on stage, separated. Their parents (the actors playing Max and Glass) are gone. 

POUBELLE: Bruises blushed purple, yellow and blue. 

ANGELIQUE: Blood pooling where severed in two. 

The girls are dazed and on their backs. They cannot move. POUBELLE is awake but her 
sister seems nearly unconscious. 

POUBELLE: Wiggle your toes and blink your right eye. 

ANGELIQUE: Gain strength, relearn to walk, please try. 
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POUBELLE: Don't leave me in this world separate and alone. 

ANGELIQUE: Blood is thicker than water and stronger than bone. 

POUBELLE: Don't you dare die on me and leave us apart. 

BOTH: You are my sister. 

POUBELLE: I've loved you from the start. 

The girls try to move and test what's broken as the lights fade to black 

Scene 

Lights come up on the girls who are each on a gurney on either sides of the stage. The 
sound-scape might be of medical equipment. The girls are unconscious at the start of the 
scene. 

GLASS: Wednesday, August 20th 1952, Central Plains Hospital. Patient 

number one: female approximately seven years of age. Cracked 

ribs, punctured left lung, lacerations to the face continuing past the 

hairline. Fractured collarbone. 

POUBELLE: Angelique? 

GLASS: Patient number two: Female, looks to be the same age. Fractured 

femur with bruising to both thighs. Fractures to both wrists, 

suspected bracing before impact. Facial lacerations, breakages to 

the eye socket. Gash to the mouth resulting in the lower lip being 

split almost completely. Severe internal Hemorrhaging. 

ANGELIQUE: Poubelle? 

GLASS: Both in critical condition with assisted breathing. 

The twins are wheeled away from each other. They begin to scream. 

Both parents dead on arrival. 
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The girls walk back on stage in their hospital gowns. We aren 't sure if they are ghosts or 
not. They enter from separate sides where they have been taken and slowly walk towards 
each other. They touch at the end of Glass' lines. 

POUBELLE: Thrown into the grass, a pile of meat. 

ANGELIQUE: Maman and Papa, eyes closed under a sheet. 

GLASS: They will die. One gulps at the air, trying to push it down. The 

other hemorrhaging to death. Nothing to do but wait. Despite the 

entire hospitals efforts the girls show complete failure to thrive 

.POUBELLE: Two piles of little girl, folded like fawns fallen out of their mother. 

ANGELIQUE: Their world cracked open, nothing left but each other. 

The two girls touch at the same moment that GLASS says LIFE. 

GLASS: Life! Life in the closet where they were put to let nature take its 

course. The two girls put beside each other, they touch, they begin 

to breath and LIFE! No hope of survival and now both-stabilized! 

Thriving! Living! 

The twins look at each other 

ANGELIQUE: Blood is thicker than water and stronger than bone. 

POUBELLE: Don't you dare die and leave me alone. 

Glass hurries offstage 

POUBELLE: Slowly waking up to find our family gone. 

ANGELIQUE: Left on the forever grass that is the prairie lawn. 

POUBELLE: 

ANGELIQUE: He took us, fed us like a parent but not. 

POUBELLE: 

With no one left now, to his house we were brought. 

He took us, watered us, raised us like plants in a pot. 
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ANGELIQUE: He built a laboratory around us, gave us our shots. 

POUBELLE: Where was home? 

ANGELIQUE: Past the horizon, past hills and tall grass. 

POUBELLE: He raised us like a father but wearing latex gloves and a mask. 

ANGELIQUE: A decade passed, charts recording height, muscles lean. 

POUBELLE: Studied since seven but now seventeen. 

ANGELIQUE: Nightly with stethoscopes we were looked upon 

POUBELLE: Every inch scoured, hair gone through with tongs 

ANGELIQUE: We were held with the bruised and beaten sky of the prairies above 

POUBELLE: We were held to explain to him the formula of love. 

Scene 

Glass walks on stage. It is ten years later. The girls are now seventeen years old. He 
fiddles with his papers and straightens his stethoscope. He calls to the girls who are off 
stage. 

GLASS: Girls 

The girls file in wearing their nightgowns and holding their toothbrushes. As one girl 
gets examined the other brushes her teeth and washes her face. 

Hurry now. Let's get the examinations finished before bed. 

Angelique? 

Angelique puts down her toothbrush and takes up her standard position near the doctor. 

Open 

She opens her mouth and he shines his light in her mouth. He feels her throat and glands. 
He shines his light into her eyes and ears. He checks her reflexes. Meanwhile, Poubelle 
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washes her face and brushes her teeth. He puts his stethoscope up to her chest and 
checks her heartbeat. 

POUBELLE: Is she beating? 

ANGELIQUE: Am I? 

GLASS: Quite satisfactorily. Any pains? 

ANGELIQUE: A little right here. Pointing to her abdomen 

GLASS: Menstrual cycle? 

ANGELIQUE: Started yesterday 

GLASS unlocks a cupboard and takes down a bottle of aspirin 

GLASS Take one before you sleep 

She nods, steps away and takes up her toothbrush. POUBELLE, who has been brushing 
her teeth puts an extra pea of toothpaste on her toothbrush and foams it up in her mouth. 
She does this facing her sister with her back towards DOCTOR GLASS. 

GLASS: Poubelle? 

POUBELLE takes her place by the doctor 

Open up 

She opens her mouth to reveal a mouth filled with foamy toothpaste. She starts to laugh 
and looks at her sister who starts to giggle. POUBELLE is laughing so hard that bits of 
toothpaste spray everywhere. GLASS looks irritated. 

Go and Spit! You look like a rabid dog! 

POUBELLE: Splits thought it was pretty funny. 

GLASS: Has it ever occurred to you that she could be laughing for your 

benefit? 

POUBELLE: (Under her breath) Did it ever occur to you that I do it for her 

benefit? 
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GLASS: Speak up Poubelle 

POUBELLE: Rien 

GLASS: I thought so. Now which do you want the porch or the soap? 

POUBELLE: Soap 

GLASS: Speak up 

POUBELLE: Soap Monsieur 

GLASS: Alright ... get the soap. 

POUBELLE goes to the sink to retrieve the soap. She opens her mouth and he holds the 
soap in her mouthfor afew moments. 

Enough? 

She nods. 

Shall we continue then? Any pains? 

POUBELLE: Oui, a little. 

GLASS: Yes? 

POUBELLE: Same as Split lip. 

GlASS: Take a pill as well and don't call your sister Split-lip. It's 

unnecessary. 

POUBELLE: But Monsieur, she is a Split lip. 

GLASS: HAS a split lip. English, Poubelle, English. She has a split lip and 

that scar has healed considerably. You needn't be so cruel with 

your sister; Let's ask her. Angelique, how do you-

POUBELLE: She likes it fine. 

GLASS: You do like to lead her don't you? 
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He picks up his notebook and begins writing. 

POUBELLE: What are you writing? 

GLASS: Observations. 

POUBELLE: Why must you always be writing about us? How many of those 

books do you have after ten years? WHAT ARE YOU WRITING? 

GLASS stares at her like she is a child. 

GLASS: Shall we continue? 

POUBELLE: (Pointing to the book) It's us. We have a right to know. It's us. 

GLASS: This particular entry only relates to you Poubelle. 

POUBELLE: Moi? Qu'est-ce qu'il dit? 

GLASS: (reading) Continues to antagonize any person who interferes with 

the second twin in a territorial nature. Aggressive in a fashion that 

negates her performed authority illustrating an underlying 

neediness for her sister. 

POUBELLE: Vas te fair fate! 

GLASS: (Starting to lose his temper) Angelique, how do you like it when 

your sister calls you names? Wouldn't you rather she left you 

alone? 

ANGELIQUE: Non Monsieur. 

GLASS: No, you don't want her to call you names? 

ANGELIQUE: Non, I don't want her to leave me alone. 

GLASS: Why not? 
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ANGELIQUE: My name, she protects Docteur Glass. Write that in your book. 

GLASS: How very loyal of you Angelique. (Exhausted) Alright, that's 

enough for one night girls. Be in bed within the next three minutes. 

We have a lot to do tomorrow. I will wake you at seven. 

He leaves. Poubelle runs to the sink and spits, trying to get the taste of soap out of her 
mouth. 

POUBELLE (mimicking) Be in bed in the next three minutes. 

ANGELIQUE: Poubelle, don't let him bother you. 

POUBELLE: I feel all tied up in knots. 

ANGELIQUE: Why don't you lie in my bed for a few minutes? 

POUBELLE stands up and jumps on her bedfor afew minutes to get her frustrations out. 

POUBELLE: How can you stand it? 

GLASS: (From behind the door) I hear voices. Are you two in bed? 

BOTH: Oui Monsieur! 

POUBELLE throws something at the door, perhaps a shoe 

ANGELIQUE: Don't Belle! He's going to make you sleep out on the porch if you 

do that! 

POUBELLE puts down the second object she has reached for to throw at the door. She 
sits on the bed defeated. 

ANGELIQUE: Why don't you tell me a story? 

POUBELLE: We're almost eighteen. 

ANGELIQUE: Here I'll start. Ummm, "There once was a witch coasting through 

the burning sky." 
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POUBELLE: I'm not a child. We're not children anymore Splits. 

ANGELIQUE: There, now you go on-

POUBELLE: Soaping my mouth like a little baby. 

ANGELIQUE: Finish the rhyme Belle. 

POUBELLE: Are you even listening to me? 

ANGELIQUE: Qu'est-ce ... what are the alternatives then? 

POUBELLE: Make a go of it on our own, go back to Quebec. 

ANGELIQUE: Who would care about us? 

POUBELLE: We would. 

ANGELIQUE: Monsieur has always said that no one cares as much as he does. 

POUBELLE: Cares about what? 

ANGELIQUE: He gave us a place to sleep, three-

POUBELLE: Three perfectly balanced meals a day with a glass of water and a 

vitamin on the side of the plate, shots, measurements. . . all so his 

specimens wouldn't get sick. Wouldn't die on him. 

ANGELIQUE: Don't talk about death Poubelle. 

POUBELLE looks at her 

That world takes people away Belle. I'm scared of that world, that 

world broke all of our bones and took Martian and Papa. 

POUBELLE: I feel like this room is getting smaller. 

ANGELIQUE: Let's finish the story. Can't go to bed without finishing the story. 

Beat 
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Go on 

POUBELLE: Fine. Say it again. 

ANGELIQUE: There once was a witch coasting through the burning sky. 

POUBELLE: Who got stuck there and began to wilt and die. 

ANGELIQUE: So she lassoed the moon and swung to the ground. 

POUBELLE: And made her escape without making a sound. 

ANGELIQUE: She looked back at the sky with a feeling in her heart. 

POUBELLE: I don't want to play anymore. 

Scene 

It is late at night. The farmhouse is quiet. There is a knock that the door, GLASS, who 
isn 't used to visitors, particularly in the middle of the night, gets up to see who it is. He 
holds on to something in case it is someone or something dangerous. He opens the door 
to find a young man. 

MAX: Dr. Glass? 

GLASS: Yes? 

MAX: I'm so so sorry to disturb you sir. I would have liked to time 

things better. I just caught a ride from the last town and I didn't 

realize how long it would take to get here. 

GLASS: It's past eleven o'clock. 

MAX: Is it? I'm so sorry Sir. 

GLASS: You are who? 

MAX: Oh sorry Sir. I'm Max, Max Street. I, I'm a doctor. I just graduated 

from the University of Toronto medical school. 

GLASS: Yes... 
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MAX: Yes. And Sir, when I was writing I came across your work and I, I 

just think that your work is the most fascinating thing I came 

across in my entire time there. 

GLASS: I've been retired a long time now. 

MAX: You have? Nobody seemed sure. It actually took a fair amount of 

sloothing to get here. 

GLASS: Yes, and what was it you were looking for again? 

MAX: You. 

GLASS: Me? 

MAX: I just, I read all your work and then it stopped. It stopped so 

suddenly and I just had to know more, know you, the man behind 

the articles in environmental health. 

GLASS: Yes, well. Those days are over so I'm sorry you've traveled a long 

way for nothing. I'm sorry, goodbye. 

MAX: Sir, sir if it's past eleven o'clock, could I? Do you have a barn or 

something I could sleep in tonight? There's nothing around here 

for miles. 

GLASS: Seventy to be exact. 

MAX: Really? Seventy. 

Pause 

GLASS: Well, come in. You'd better come in. 

MAX: The barn would be enough Sir, or a shed would be fine. 
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GLASS: Nonsense. 

MAX comes in 

GLASS: You graduated where? 

MAX: U of I Med School just a few months ago. 

GLASS: Congratulations. 

MAX: Thank you. You live here alone? 

GLASS: With my daughters. 

MAX: Oh 

GLASS: Yes. There's a spare room on the second floor. You can sleep 

there. 

MAX: Thank you so much Dr. Glass. I would have phoned but your 

number is un-

GLASS: I don't have a phone. 

MAX: Oh 

GLASS: Keeps the nonsense out. How is it that you came here Dr.... 

MAX: Street. Dr. Max Street. 

GLASS: Yes. 

MAX: I ... well I studied you, your work and then you in a way. No one 

seemed to have an answer for where you'd been for the last ten 

years. I can't believe I found you. 

GLASS: You have. 

GLASS goes to a cupboard and pours himself a brandy. He turns and realizes he hasn 't 

offered one to his guest. 
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Would you care for-

MAX: Yes thank you. 

They sit with their drinks staring at one another. 

GLASS: There are clean sheets in the cupboard upstairs. 

MAX: Thank you. . . Dr. Glass? I was wondering, if, do you? Are you 

working on anything currently? 

GLASS: I'm retired. 

MAX: Oh yes... you said that-

GLASS: Idid. 

MAX: I can't really picture a mind like yours retired. 

GLASS: Life wears you down. Slows you up. 

MAX: Yes. 

GLASS: You wouldn't know at your age. 

MAX: Oh no, I guess not. Do you farm out here? 

GLASS: No 

MAX: Oh.. .what do you do? If you don't mind me asking. 

GLASS: Keep active. Raising girls. 

MAX: Would you ever publish again? 

GLASS: It's late. You are tired I'm sure. 

MAX: Yes. 

He puts his glass down and heads where GLASS has indicated the room is. He passes a 
desk where one of GLASS' big black notebooks is opened. He lingers for a moment. 
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MAX: (reads) "DNA of fraternal twins is no more similar than ordinary 

siblings. Coagulation of the blood ultimately stopping the 

hemorrhage." You're writing! 

GLASS quickly snaps the notebook shut. 

GLASS: Nothing of importance. 

MAX: Everything you do is of importance. 

GLASS: Thank you for the flattery, good night. 

MAX: Dr. Glass? Could I? Would you be willing to take on an assistant? 

GLASS: To my retirement? 

MAX: You're still working aren't you? 

GLASS: You are a young man, I'm sure there are places you'd rather be 

than in an old farmhouse with an old man. 

MAX: No Sir. 

GLASS: You'd be terribly lonely. 

MAX: I'd be learning. 

GLASS: Please, it's late and I have a lot to do tomorrow. 

MAX: I could help. 

Scene 

GLASS walks into the girl's room and turns on the lights 

GLASS: Time to get up. Good morning girls, meet me in the lab in ten 

minutes.Put these on. (He hands them each a black one-piece 

bathing suit) Hurry or the ice will melt. 
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He leaves 

ANGELIQUE: Ice? 

POUBELLE has crawled under her sister's bed and is kicking it to get her up. 

POUBELLE: Hurry up Splits. You know what he'll be like if we're slow. Hey 

what's this? 

She sees something in the floor 

ANGELIQUE: Let's go. 

The girls begin to collect themselves as the following is said. 

ANGELIQUE: Wednesday's child is full of woe. 

POUBELLE: What was planned we didn't know. 

ANGELIQUE: A freezing bath with floating ice. 

POUBELLE: There's as much pain as what makes love nice. 

ANGELIQUE: A galvanized tub, skin shiver tightened. 

POUBELLE: Check their vitals, is love enlightened? 

ANGELIQUE: Look at her face, her cheek, see it turn white? 

POUBELLE: Is that her sister's cold or her own fright? 

Scene: 

A galvanized tub is brought on stage. GLASSfeels the temperature. 

GLASS: Colder. 

He dumps in more ice and stirs it with a small bucket. The girls enter. 

Unwrap yourselves 

They do so and rub their arms to ward off the chill. 

Angelique, your arm please? 
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ANGELIQUE presents the inside of her arm. The doctor takes a blood sample and then 
proceeds to take her temperature. 

Into the tub. 

ANGELIQUE: Into the water? 

GLASS: Yes please. 

She steps into the freezing water and yelps. 

All the way in now. Good, now let the water take effect. 

She slowly sits down. GLASS gently wets her hair using the smaller bucket. He is careful 
not to poor the water into her eyes. He quickly wraps POUBELLE 's arm so that he can 
take her blood pressure. He also takes a sample of her blood. ANGELIQUE has already 
started to shiver. The two stare at each other with desperation. 

Poubelle, do you feel colder? 

POUBELLE: Than when? 

GLASS: Than when your sister first went into the water? 

POUBELLE: Non. 

He checks her vitals. POUBELLE stares at her shivering sister and begins to shiver 
herself GLASS is right next to her recording his observations. 

GLASS: Derma spasms, temperature remains unaltered- a strictly psychological 

threat. 

Both girls begin to shiver violently. GLASS turns to POUBELLE. 

GLASS: How do you feel? 

POUBELLE: Not good Monsieur. 

GLASS: Specifically. Faint? Nauseous? 

POUBELLE: Splits, are you okay? 
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GLASS: That's not what I asked. How do you feel? 

POUBELLE: Cold. 

GLASS: How cold? Numb? Tingly? 

POUBELLE: Take her out now. Monsieur, look. She's turning blue. 

GLASS: Answer the questions. 

POUBELLE: Angelique? 

She goes to move but is hooked up to the blood pressure machine. GLASS reaches out to 
stop her and grabs her arm. He looks at his hand. 

GLASS: Cold sweat! (He writes in his book) "Sudoriferous release." This 

secretion usually means threatened survival, I bet this is full of 

endorphins but you are fine Poubelle. You-

POUBELLE: ARRETE! 

GLASS: Sympathetic release. Poubelle, your body is reacting as if you were 

going to-

POUBELLE: Enough! Enough! Help her. 

GLASS: Excellent Poubelle. 

GLASS takes a swab of her skin and puts it in ajar. He looks at his watch. 

Alright Angelique, time's up. 

ANGELIQUE is barely conscious and the doctor has to help her out of the tub. He helps 
her to the floor and covers her with a blanket. He unhooks POUBELLE who rushes to 
her sister and starts rubbing her feet. 

No, stay back! There's no blood in the extremities-it's all 

gone to the heart. Let the blood come back on it's own There she 

is, good girl. You did very well. That's it. Come back to us. There 

we go, let the pink back into those lips. That's my girl. 
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ANGELIQUE begins to recover 

POUBELLE: Come on Splits. 

GLASS: You'll be fine. You'll be just fine. 

He gives her a thermos to sip from. She begins to perk up. 

Poubelle, come here please. 

He takes a blood sample from her arm. 

Angelique dear, let's get you hooked up. 

He hooks her up and dumps another bag of ice into the water. He looks at POUBELLE. 

Your turn. 

POUBELLE unwraps her arms and gets into the tub. She pretends to lower herself into 
the tub. GLASS turns to take ANGELIQUE 's temperature. 

GLASS: Now Angelique. How do you-

POUBELLE quickly jumps out of the tub and runs towards the door. 

Damn it Poubelle! Get back here! 

POUBELLE: Non you miserable old man! I'm not doing anything you say! 

She pulls desperately at the door handle. She turns her back to the door and puts up her 
fists. 

GLASS: 

I hate you! I hate you and I'm not your rat! We're not children 

anymore and we're not your lab rats! 

Very well, then open the door. 

POUBELLE mistakenly assumes that he is talking to her. 

POUBELLE: I can't! You locked it you fool! 

GLASS: (Raising his voice) Open the door Street. 

The door opens and Max walks in. 
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POUBELLE: QUI ETES VOUS? 

GLASS: Control her. 

MAX: Doctor Glass? 

GLASS: Control her. Get her in the tub. We need these results! 

MAX hesitates 

DO IT! 

Max puts his arms around her in a hug position and drags her to the water. She fights the 
whole way. 

POUBELLE: Laissez moi! Ne touchez pas! Who do you think you are? Don't 

touch me! Don't touch me! 

ANGELIQUE: Stop hurting her! 

MAX: I'm not trying to. Just settle down! 

POUBELLE: Non! You get in that water! 

GLASS joins them and they lift POUBELLE into the tub. She yelps from the cold. She 
drags MAX down with her so that he gets a dose of the freezing water. 

POUBELLE: Now you know! Maintenant vous savez ce que vous faites! 

GLASS dunks her head under the water and holds it until she releases MAX's sleeve. She 
lets go and he continues to hold her head under for a moment longer. He releases her 
and she comes up coughing and gasping M4X looks terrified. 

GLASS: There we are. 

MAX backs away from the tub looking horrified. Poubelle rubs her shoulder where it got 
banged against the tub. GLASS keeps his eyes on her in case she tries to get away again. 

You do it to yourself Poubelle. All you have to do is what is asked 

of you. It would have taken half the time. 

POUBELLE sits in the water. She is shivering and miserable. ANGELIQUE is staring at 
MAX with curiosity. 
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MAX: 

Oh and let me introduce you. These are the twins. Angelique and 

you've already met Poubelle. Girls, this is Dr. Street. He is a recent 

graduate of the University of Toronto Medical School. He is going 

to be my assistant. 

What? 

The Twins and Max stare at one another. 

GLASS: Now, Angelique ... .how do you feel? 

Scene 

The girls are warming up after the experiment. They are in their bedroom. They speak in 
hushed tones. 

ANGELIQUE: Do you know how long? 

POUBELLE: Three nights. 

ANGELIQUE: You'll freeze out there. 

POUBELLE: He told me to get some socks and bring a blanket. He's coming in 

a minute. 

ANGELIQUE: Pauvre Poubelle 

POUBELLE: All that chain link. Every time I gaze out the land is cut up into 

little diamonds. 

ANGELIQUE: Will you let me know you're okay? 

POUBELLE: I'll knock three times. 

ANGELIQUE: Who was that man? 

POUBELLE: His new assistant I guess. Splits, would you take a look at my 

shoulder? 

ANGELIQUE looks at her shoulder 
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How is it? 

ANGELIQUE: Bleu, Miserable bruise. 

POUBELLE: I hit it pretty hard. 

ANGELIQUE: If Maman were here she'd put arnica and peppermint on it. 

POUBELLE: Ah oui, the smell of it slathered on our knees while we were 

learning to ride bikes. 

ANGELIQUE: You'd better pack quickly. 

POUBELLE: Chocolat chaud avec des guimauves 

ANGELIQUE does her best to tend to her sister's bruise. POUBELLE folds up a blanket 
to be taken outside. 

ANGELIQUE: What do you think of that new docteur? 

POUBELLE: Same garbage, different pile. 

ANGELIQUE: I mean what he looks like. Here take my socks. Hurry. 

POUBELLE: I don't know. He doesn't have as many ear hairs as monsieur. 

ANGELIQUE: I don't think he has any at all. He's much younger. 

POUBELLE: A bien, he's younger, that means he'll be around longer to poke 

and prod at the world. Ouch! 

ANGELIQUE: Sorry. 

POUBELLE: It's tender. 

ANGELIQUE: Belle, what were you going to do if you got away? 

POUBELLE: I don't really know. I couldn't really think. 

ANGELIQUE: Would you have run for it? 

POUBELLE: I would never leave without you. 

GLASS enters. 
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GLASS: Let's go Poubelle. You know the drill. 

POUBELLE: Out to sleep in the cold like a dog. 

GLASS: You should have thought about that before. 

POUBELLE: Oui Monsieur. Au revoir Splits! 

ANGELIQUE: Au revoir ma bleu. 

POUBELLE is taken to the porch of the house that is represented by a separate part of 
the stage. GLASS walks her out and once he has left. POUBELLE finds a corner and 
knocks three times. ANGELIQUE knocks in return. The following is said by the girls in 
their separated areas: 

POUBELLE: A wall is a wall but cannot pull us apart 

ANGELIQUE: You cannot separate what is joined in the heart. 

POUBELLE: Un nuit brillant. La Lime s'allume tout le ciel. 

ANGELIQUE: Goodnight and sleep tight my little Poubelle. 

Scene 

MAX and GLASS are in Glass' office. Max moves tentatively. 

GLASS: I thought you handled yourself very well today. 

MAX: Really Sir? I - 

GLASS: You must have been a very good student. 

MAX: I worked hard. 

GLASS: I can see that. 

MAX: Um, were you serious back there Dr.? Are you really-

GLASS: Going to take you on as assistant? You follow directions very well. 

You aren't interested? 

MAX: No I didn't say that. I-

GLASS: I thought you were interested in my work? That was just flattery? 
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MAX: No. No I'm just, I'm just a little confused. 

GLASS: Yes? 

MAX: I guess without having read the background materials, I, what is it 

that you are working on? 

GLASS: The girls. 

MAX: The girls? 

GLASS: The twins! The twins are the research. 

MAX: Your daughters? You are using your daughters for research? 

GLASS: Not using, they are the research. 

MAX looks confused 

They were patients of mine. They came to me in a car crash. After 

their parents died I took them in and have been observing them as 

a scientific phenomena ever since. I am studying their undeniable 

bond. 

MAX: Their bond? 

GLASS: Yes. You look shaken Doctor Street? Did the girls frighten you? 

Did Poubelle get a bite in? I have iodine right here. 

MAX: No, no I wasn't, uh Sir. A few punches in but nothing that broke 

skin. 

GLASS: Good. Then are you still interested? 

MAX: In studying the relationship between siblings? 

GLASS: You simplify the situation. Are you a religious man Street? 

MAX: I'm a scientist. 
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GLASS: Some would say that science is not a practice but a priesthood. The 

chance to study and discover the world around us, a chance to 

share likens us to men of the cloth sharing in what God has 

created. 

MAX: Sharing in the creation? 

GLASS: Not playing God Street, peeking over his shoulder. You understand 

the vascular system? 

MAX: I presented a paper on the supra-orbital vein at a conference on 

cranial circulation. 

GLASS: Very good. There is a doctor in Germany who has figured out how 

to fill the vascular system with a kind of plastic and dissolve the 

rest of the tissue with a bath of acid. Have you heard of this? 

MAX: No. 

GLASS: In the end all that is left is the animal's capillaries. On the table sits 

a red sponge of an animal made up entirely of where the blood 

PUMPS. 

MAX: Amazing! 

GLASS: Yes, and the most amazing thing about this practice is that inside 

every living organism, every human-being, is a blood-vascular 

system that looks identical to the pattern we see in a poplar tree. 

MAX: How? 

GLASS: The twisting and turning of branches is the exact pattern found in 

veins, in our selves. Some would call this proof of God. You close 
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your eyelids next to a light and you may notice that your veins 

look like lightning streaking through the sky. 

MAX: Really? 

GLASS: There are connections in this world that we haven't even dreamed 

of. We must explore everything. 

MAX: Yes, sir. That's why I'm here sir. 

GLASS: Is it? 

MAX: I came here to learn from you. 

GLASS: Why not someone, someone more public? 

MAX: I, I read your work, your breakthroughs, well I thought that I could, 

if you were off somewhere studying, I could help, become part of 

that. 

GLASS: You sense similarities between us? 

MAX: I guess you could say it like that. 

GLASS: Or you want there to be? 

MAX: I promise not to step on your toes. 

Pause 

GLASS: Good. Then let me tell you about my girls. When the twins were 

brought to me they were in the most critical of conditions. After 

being separated and examined, it was thought that they both would 

probably die. Angelique most certainly from severe internal 

hemorrhaging. After Poubelle's pleas the two were placed in the 

same room.. .that is all.. .placed in the same room and within an 
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hour Angelique's blood began to coagulate and the hemorrhaging 

became controllable. It was as if her blood thickened just because 

her sister was beside her. 

MAX: Because of proximity? 

GLASS: Because of presence. 

MAX: If that were true, how could? A physiological change in the 

environment promote coagulation? That would mean that the one 

twin was a catalyst for what? 

GLASS: Thickening the meshwork in the blood, disintegration of platelets. 

MAX: You said internal hemorrhaging? 

GLASS: That was what was going to kill her. 

MAX: The creation of nucleo-proteids, clotting is a reaction of blood to 

air. 

GLASS: This was completely internal. 

MAX: But you need air to-

GLASS: As far as I can tell it has something to do with the other twin. 

MAX: But-

GLASS: I'm not young anymore but you-this blood thickening is a major 

discovery, coagulation of the most nutritive fluid. Will you assist 

me on this project? 

MAX: Are you are asking me? 
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GLASS: During the war, the Germans discovered a mixture of sugar beet, 

sucralose and pectin would thicken the blood for a few hours but 

MAX: 

GLASS: 

MAX: 

GLASS: 

this, this is something else. I need your help. 

I don't know what to say. 

This won't just make your career. This is going to explain the 

fundamentals of humanity. Will you do it? 

I-I'm fascinated. 

Then shake on it. 

The girls speak from their separate sides of the stage. 

POUBELLE: Scalpel, foreceps and sugar beet 

ANGELIQUE: Thicken the blood so it won't leak 

POUBELLE: Study us, watch us, break into our skin 

ANGELIQUE: Dissect closeness, safety and kin 

POUBELLE: Little sister, do you see lightning when you close up your eyes? 

ANGELIQUE: I only see incisions and questions, hows and whys 

Scene 

Lights up on POUBELLE who is outside sleeping on the porch. She is shivering and 
wakes up to look at the moon. She crawls to the corner and knocks three times. 
ANGELIQUE doesn't answer. POUBELLE tries to whisper through the wood. 

POUBELLE: Splits? Split Lip?.. .Angelique? Are you awake? 

ANGELIQUE doesn't answer. POUBELLE goes back to her blanket. She looks up at the 
moon. 

POUBELLE: Bonjour la lune. Bonjour Maman, Bonjour Papa. How is heaven? 

Shall I tell you a story? Okay, I can remember before we were 

born, when we were inside you Maman. I can remember floating 
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with Angelique before she was Splits, I can remember her 

bumping into me, nothing but a huge heart with a soft skull. It was 

so rich and so dark. We were happy then Maman, Papa-

There are three knocks. POUBELLE abandons her story and crawls over and knocks 
three times. ANGELIQUE knocks again from the other side. POUBELLE then crawls 
under her blanket to go to sleep. 

We were so happy then. 

She closes her eyes 

Scene 

MAX comes on stage reading from a medical text. 

MAX: The blood is an opaque-

In another part of the stage GLASS is teaching the girls their science lesson. These 
school scenes should be flashbacks to life on the farm during the past ten years. 

ANGELIQUE: Viscid fluid of a bright red.... ummm 

GLASS: Poubelle? 

POUBELLE: Or scarlet color when it flows from the veins. It is salt to the taste, 

has a faint odor with an alkaline reaction. Consists of the yellow 

liquor sanguinis in which the blood corpuscles are suspended 

giving it it's crimson color. The colored material consists chiefly 

of the proteid hemoglobin, this proteid has a great affinity for 

oxygen and crystallizes when removed from the body. 

GLASS: Very good Poubelle. I do believe you have a natural affinity for 

biology. 

POUBELLE: Oui Monsieur? 
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GLASS: My little scientist. Now girls, get your books out and we will go 

over your English lessons. You may go and pick one book each off 

the shelf to read this week. 

The girls are excited at the prospect ofpicking a new book They each hold the book they 
have chosen. 
MAX in the present. 

MAX: Crystallizes when removed from the body. 

He continues to read silently. The girls stand in neutral. 

ANGELIQUE: Sanguine, crimson and tasting of salt. 

POUBELLE: Because we love is that our fault? 

ANGELIQUE: Spin the red liquor, shake it, whip it up 

POUBELLE: The clotting starts when the air hits the cut 

ANGELIQUE: A future with freedom, where dreams can come true 

POUBELLE: Like blood from the veins, the sky will be blue. 

School scene 

GLASS: Any questions? 

POUBELLE: Monsieur? What is an experiment? 

GLASS: It is a method of observation and investigation into a question, 

something you would like to know more about. 

ANGELIQUE: Something you study? 

GLASS: Yes partly. 

POUBELLE: Monsieur, are we an experiment? 

GLASS: I learn from you everyday. 

Scene 
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The twins are in their bedroom. 

POUBELLE: I have something for you. 

ANGELIQUE: Quois? 

POUBELLE: Here, look at the floor. See it? 

ANGELIQUE: Quois? 

POUBELLE: The lines. Look (She outlines them with her fingers) It's some 

kind of door. I found it when I was trying to wake you. 

ANGELIQUE: It probably goes to his office or something. 

POUBELLE: Let's open it. 

ANGELIQUE: What if we get in trouble? 

POUBELLE: We won't get caught. It's been sealed, I just need to crack it. Have 

you got something sharp. 

ANGELIQUE: The sharpest thing I have is my toothbrush. 

POUBELLE: I know! Tomorrow, I'll fake a cold. When he takes me into the lab 

I'll grab something, there's got to be something in there to crack 

the seal. You just pretend and go along that I'm sick too. 

ANGELIQUE: Je ne sais pas. 

POUBELLE: Come on Splits. Just cover me okay? 

ANGELIQUE: Okay 

Scene 

ANGELIQUE is sitting in her room when MAX comes in to examine her. She is very timid 
with him at first. 

MAX: Ms. Marcel? 

ANGELIQUE doesn't respond but stares at him. 
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How are you this evening? 

She stares at him 

Urn, maybe we could, I'm here to do the check up. Doctor Glass is 

with your sister. 

ANGELIQUE: Oui 

MAX: Pardon? 

ANGELIQUE: Yes. 

MAX: Yes, so I, if that's alright with you, I'm going to do tonight's 

examination. 

She is silent. 

Should I get Dr. Glass? 

ANGELIQUE: Non 

MAX: Okay, then you don't mind if I proceed? 

ANGELIQUE: No one has ever asked me if I minded before. 

MAX: Pardon? 

ANGELIQUE: These check ups toujours. 

MAX: Maybe you would prefer-

ANGELIQUE: But it's fine. 

MAX: Well, yes, right. Could you please sit up on the table? 

ANGELIQUE: We usually start standing. 

MAX: You do? Oh then-

ANGELIQUE: I will sit. 

She does so 
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MAX: How are you feeling tonight Miss. . . Miss Marcel? 

ANGELIQUE: My sister is ill. 

MAX: Yes, she's with the doctor. Are you feeling the same? How are 

you-

ANGELIQUE: Fine Monsieur, Docteur? 

MAX: Street. My last name is Street. . . .like the kind you walk on, but you 

can just call me Max. 

ANGELIQUE: Angelique, that's what your chart says doesn't it? 

MAX: Yes. 

Beat 

ANGELIQUE: My sister calls me Split lip. 

MAX: Oh, like the kind from a fight? 

ANGELIQUE: Peut-etre. 

MAX: It doesn't bother you? 

ANGELIQUE: It's just a nickname. 

Beat 

MAX: Strange kind of nickname. 

ANGELIQUE: When Poubelle and I were small and my Papa, he used to call us 

his... c'est quois? You know? Un blue, his, his bruises. 

MAX: His bruises? Like bruises? (points to his knee) 

ANGELIQUE: Did Poubelle do that? 

MAX: I'm not sure. I must have banged it on that tub. 
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ANGELIQUE: Papa said when we were born he loved us so much that it bruised 

his heart. He'd kiss Poubelle's head and say. "Bon soir ma bleu." 

MAX: Huh 

ANGELIQUE: Whenever he went out he'd say, "I've got to kiss my bruises before 

Igo." 

MAX: You must miss him. 

ANGELIQUE: Poubelle is starting to resemble him you know? 

MAX: Why does she call you... 

ANGELIQUE: Split lip? Because of l'accident. 

MAX: Oh 

ANGELIQUE: Angelique-last I heard it right it was a sound hanging in the air 

before the scraping. 

MAX: I-

ANGELIQUE: Split Lip (Points to her lips) It is the truth isn't it? It is only a word 

for the truth. 

MAX: I'm sorry. 

ANGELIQUE: Non, Its stupid, is it not? Only a word. 

MAX: Sometimes words can mean a lot. 

ANGELIQUE: A oui? Les mots sont important? Une langue entre deux 

personnes? 

MAX: Pardon? I don't speak-

ANGELIQUE: Monsieur made us read books in English so we could learn English 

words. 
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MAX: So he could converse with you. 

ANGELIQUE: He never learned French. 

MAX: Studies have recorded that different areas of the brain are affected 

by different words, positive or negative, they affect different 

synapses. 

ANGELIQUE: Is that what you study? 

MAX: No 

ANGELIQUE: What then? 

MAX: Bond and attraction. 

ANGELIQUE: Ah oui? That is what you call it? 

MAX: Yes. 

ANGELIQUE: Words mean a lot eh? You have studies? 

MAX: Yes. 

ANGELIQUE: Peut etre . . . like love. 

MAX: Love? 

ANGELIQUE: Love is a big word. . . is it not? 

MAX has forgotten himself and straightens up and looks at her with professional 
scrutiny. He takes out an instrument to look into her ears. 

MAX: So you are feeling fine? Not like your sister? 

ANGELIQUE: Is it not? 

MAX: No pain in your sinuses? Urn, let's see here (he checks his chart) 

alright, urn, lyrnphs, eyes, ears, throat. . . menstrual cycle? 

She looks down shyly 

ANGELIQUE: Not right now. 
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MAX: Just checking off the list. Any pains? 

ANGELIQUE: Do you know what it means? 

MAX: What what means? 

ANGELIQUE: What you are studying? 

MAX: You? 

ANGELIQUE: Love, amour. 

MAX: Do I know how it works? 

ANGELIQUE: You study it. Do you know what it is? 

MAX: That's what we are doing. Any symptoms of any kind? 

ANGELIQUE: Headaches. 

MAX: How long have these been affecting you? 

ANGELIQUE: Since I got here, since l'accident. 

MAX: How long do they last? 

ANGELIQUE: Until I lie down and shut my eyes. 

MAX: Could be migraines. Any problems with your vision? 

ANGELIQUE: When I close my eyes I can see colours pumping around my 

eyelids. 

MAX: (Mutters to himself) Lightning. 

Leg up 

ANGELIQUE: Monsieur? 

MAX: Yes? 

ANGELIQUE: What are you doing here? 

MAX: I'm examining you while Doctor Glass is with your sister. 
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ANGELIQUE: Non ici. Qu'est-ce tu fais ici? 

MAX: Pardon? 

ANGELIQUE: What are you doing here? Ici. In this place? 

MAX: I'm helping Doctor Glass. 

ANGELIQUE: Why? 

MAX: The work he's doing is very important. 

ANGELIQUE: This? 

MAX: He's trying to find out. To find out... 

ANGELIQUE: To find out what love is. 

MAX: Yes. 

ANGELIQUE: And what is in it for you? 

MAX: Knowledge. 

ANGELIQUE: Oh oui? You want to find it? 

MAX: Yes. 

ANGELIQUE: You want to find it? Break it apart and slice in on to slides for your 

microscope? 

MAX: Humankind is a naturally curious species. 

ANGELIQUE: What do you love? 

MAX: Pardon me? 

ANGELIQUE: You? You love what? You must love something to come here and 

mix vitamins into our puddings everyday. Well, what is it? What 

do you love? 
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MAX: I don't know. 

ANGELIQUE: I don't know is not a very scientific explication. 

MAX: . . . Plants. 

ANGELIQUE: You love plants? Like you love eating salads? 

MAX: I find them fascinating. I'm working on an experiment right now 

that I think will prove very interesting. 

ANGELIQUE: Oui? 

MAX: I'm making films for plants.... Plants are very sensitive to light, 

photosynthesis. Due to this I hypothesize that film would be the 

perfect method to stimulate them, due to its projection of light. I'm 

filming pollination and projecting it onto plants. 

ANGELIQUE: Pour-what for? 

MAX: To excite them. To make them want to reproduce. 

ANGELIQUE: But why? 

MAX: To see if plants want other plants. 

ANGELIQUE: You want to see if plants can love? 

MAX: Relate to each other -yes. 

ANGELIQUE: You with your careful words. You love this? 

MAX: I find it terribly fascinating. 

ANGELIQUE: (Trying the new English word) Fascinating. 

MAX: Any digestion problems? 
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ANGELIQUE: No. Always questions to us... Our health. What would you like me 

to say? Yes. Awful problems. Or wait! Were those my problems? 

Bloating in my belly or Poubelle's? It is hard to tell you know? 

When you are a twin, it's hard to tell which one you are when you 

wake up in the morning. 

MAX: Stick out your tongue. 

ANGELIQUE: I'm sorry. I was only kidding. 

MAX: That's fine. 

ANGELIQUE: Non, look that's good. Plants- that's good. 

MAX: Arm out. 

ANGELIQUE: I love things too. I love. . . when I was little Poubelle and I used tell 

stories about being in my Maman. We used to say, "Maman, you 

would not believe it. It was like lying down on bread and looking 

up through the jam." 

MAX smiles 

Yes, we used to say that and there wasn't an ounce of truth in it but 

I loved saying it all the same. Poubelle always said, "Oui Maman, 

looking out of your tummy was like raspberry jam. The kind 

without seeds." 

MAX: There have been accounts of twins remembering before birth. 

ANGELIQUE: Ha monsieur. You kid. You kid me! 

MAX: It's true. 
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ANGELIQUE: Non, non, it is more fun than with Doctor Glass. You joke.. .you 

know Monsieur Max. . .you know these films you make? 

MAX: Yes? 

ANGELIQUE: You know what that means? That means you make plant 

pornography? 

MAX: (Smiles). I suppose. I suppose I'd never thought of it like that. 

ANGELIQUE: My sister taught me that word. She got it from the newspaper. Do 

you sell it? 

MAX: No... I doubt anyone else would want it. 

ANGELIQUE: That's good. What else? What else do you love? 

MAX: Science. I guess I love science. I find it to be the most fascinating 

thing. 

ANGELIQUE: I love nighttime more than daytime. I love my language. Nuit. I 

love my word for it. Nuit ... 1 think that must be a positive word. 

MAX is feeling around her jaw. 

MAX: Inflammation? 

ANGELIQUE: You love this word? Inflammation? 

MAX: No. Do you have any inflammation? 

He mimes inflammation the best way he can ...perhaps by illustrating puffiness of the 
stomach. 

ANGELIQUE: Oh! Non. 

MAX: It's nice to see you laugh. It's a good sign of health. 

ANGELIQUE: I don't see you laugh much Monsieur. 
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MAX: I love science. I love this. (Points to a scar on her shoulder) 

ANGELIQUE: Non-, non, you can't. It's so ugly. 

MAX: No it's not. It's fascinating. Look at the restorative properties of 

biology. Look at what your skin has done to close itself up. 

ANGELIQUE: It's bumpy and disgusting. 

MAX: No look, look how shiny the skin is. How pink. It looks like an 

inside out kiss. 

ANGELIQUE: A kiss? 

MAX: Yes a ... a 

He gives her a quick kiss on the top of her head to demonstrate the word. 
ANGELIQUE blushes 

ANGELIQUE: Un beque? 

MAX: Yes, a kiss. 

ANGELIQUE: Un beque ... Tu vuex me baiser? Ici? 

(Looking at her scar. She brings the scar up to his mouth thinking that he has asked to 
kiss it.) 

MAX: Yes. It looks like an inside out kiss. 

She brings the scar right up to his mouth 

ANGELIQUE: Voila 

She waits for him to kiss it. He waits, not quite understanding 

Voila 

He kisses the scar because simply to comply with her wish. It is a soft gentle kiss. 

MAX: Urn, voila. . . un urn kiss 

They stare at each other 
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I'm sorry Angelique, I-

ANGELIQUE: One question Monsieur. 

MAX: Yes? 

ANGELIQUE: Is love a positive word or a negative word? 

POUBELLE is heard calling from back stage. 

POUBELLE: Splits? I'm done getting checked out. 

POUBELLE enters just as the two shift away from each other. 

POUBELLE: What are you two doing? Are you done? 

MAX: Uh, yes yes. I think we've completed the examination. Thank you 

Miss... ah ... Miss Marcel. 

MAX awkwardly leaves. FOUBELLE watches him leave and turns towards her sister. 

POUBELLE: Mon Dieu! He is strange isn't he Splits? Look what I've got. 

She reaches under her shirt and pulls out a small spade. 

ANGELIQUE: Where did you get that? 

POUBELLE: In a box by the doorway. I think it belongs to the new doctor. 

ANGELIQUE takes the spade and holds it like a precious thing. 

What is he doing? Making a garden? 

ANGELIQUE: He's looking for love.. .between plants. He's looking for love 

between plants. 

Scene 

MAX and GLASS are each sitting at their desks. There are papers piled around them. 
They are each reading their own research. 

GLASS: 

MAX: 

The heart is a hollow muscular organ enclosed in the pericardium. 

Light Energy into chemical energy by living organisms. 
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GLASS: The apex corresponds to the fifth and sixth ribs. 

MAX: Photosynthesis. 

GLASS: The heart continues to increase in weight-

MAX: All life either directly or indirectly depends on it. 

GLASS: And also in length, breadth and thickness up to an advanced period 

in life. 

MAX: The word comes from the Greek photo meaning light-

GLASS: This increase is more marked in men then in women. 

MAX: and synthesis-'putting togther' 

GLASS: How have your first few weeks been Street? You don't regret your 

decision? 

MAX: No, just going through your papers, I'm learning everyday. 

GLASS: I meant to ask you what you are leaving? 

MAX: Leaving? 

GLASS: Your affairs? 

MAX: I didn't really have any affairs to settle. 

GLASS: None? 

MAX: Not really, I've been in school for the past several years and my 

studies were the only affairs I ever really tended to. 

GLASS: How old are you? 

MAX: Twenty-seven. 

GLASS: Very accomplished for your age. 
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MAX: Well there really wasn't anything else. 

GLASS: Family? 

MAX: Not really. Only child, my mother passed on when I was still a 

baby. 

GLASS: Your father? 

MAX: He was busy.. .my books became my comfort. 

GLASS: Books are a comfort, aren't they? Reliable to the end. 

MAX: Yes, sir. 

GLASS: There is a library in one of the rooms upstairs, you may peruse at 

your leisure. The girls found it most enjoyable while growing up. 

MAX: Thank you sir 

GLASS: Yes, like all little girls I suppose.. .they loved to hear a story before 

bed. 

Scene: 

Flash back The two girls enter the stage in their nightgowns. GLASS turns away from 
the present scene to enter into the flashback 

ANGELIQUE: Un histoire! Un histoire Monsieur! 

POUBELLE: Oui! Si Vous plait! 

GLASS: English please? 

ANGELIQUE: Please a story Monsieur? 

GLASS: Alright, who's turn is it to choose? 

POUBELLE: Moi! 

GLASS: Then go and choose Poubelle. 
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POUBELLE: Any book I want? 

GLASS: Any book you want. 

POUBELLE: The big one on your desk. 

GLASS: It's a biology textbook Poubelle, hardly a bedtime story. 

POUBELLE: But you said. 

GLASS: Well, it might bore you to sleep. 

POUBELLE: It is my turn. 

GLASS: Very well, what would you like to read about? 

POUBELLE: I want to start where it was open. 

GLASS: Very well, let's see here, you've both had your glass of water? 

BOTH: Oui 

GLASS: Both brushed your teeth? 

BOTH: Oui Monsieur. 

GLASS: Hmm, let's see what we have here. "The heart. The heart is placed 

behind the lower two thirds of the sternum and projects-

POUBELLE: That's not a heart. 

GLASS: Yes it is. 

POUBELLE: It's wrong. It's ugly. 

GLASS: That is a picture of a healthy heart. That's exactly what is inside 

your little chest, beating away, bum bum bum-

POUBELLE: Non, that's not inside me. 

GLASS: I assure you it is. 
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POUBELLE: 

GLASS: 

POUBELLE: 

GLASS: 

ANGELIQUE: 

GLASS: 

ANGELIQUE: 

POUBELLE: 

ANGELIQUE: 

POUBELLE: 

Scene 

In the girl's bedroom 

POUBELLE: 

ANGELIQUE: 

POUBELLE: 

ANGELIQUE: 

Not me it's not. It's not like on the cards. 

Cards? 

The ones on Valentine's day. 

Oh, real hearts are different. 

Why? 

Because in real life, in real life things aren't quite as. . . smooth. 

I hate this story. Can we read something else Monsieur? Can we 

read about the puddle duck again? 

Non, it is my turn. I choose this one. 

Pourquois? It's so boring. 

Because I want to be a scientist like Monsieur when I grow up. 

Because I want to be just like him. 

Okay, that should do it. 

What if-

If it's bad we'll shut it and never open it again. 

Umm 

POUBELLE uses MAX's spade to crack the opening and lifts up the door. 

POUBELLE: 

ANGELIQUE: 

POUBELLE: 

What is it? 

Je ne sais pas. 

Oooh are there dead bodies? 
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ANGELIQUE: Don't talk like that. 

POUBELLE: Grab the lamp. 

The girls shine the lamp down. 

What do you see? 

ANGELIQUE: Jars. 

POUBELLE: Quoi? 

ANGELIQUE: Jars. 

POUBELLE: Are they filled with body parts? 

ANGELIQUE: Stop that Poubelle Marie Marcel! You read too many stories. 

POUBELLE: Grab one. 

ANGELIQUE: Non, you. 

POUBELLE: Non, you. 

ANGELIQUE: Non 

POUBELLE: Fine. 

She reaches down and lifts ajar out. 

ANGELIQUE: What is it? 

POUBELLE: Beets. 

ANGELIQUE: Beets? 

POUBELLE: Walls and walls of them, why would there be-

ANGELIQUE: It must be a root cellar. 

POUBELLE: What's that? 

ANGELIQUE: A hole where the prior owners kept their vegetables. 
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POUBELLE: How do you know that? 

ANGELIQUE: I don't know. Maman peut-etre. 

POUBELLE: I don't remember that. 

ANGELIQUE: Some big adventure. Rotting vegetables in the dirt. 

POUBELLE: I know! Let's dig ourselves out. 

ANGELIQUE: Quois? 

POUBELLE: Come on Splits, we could dig ourselves out of here, go back to 

Quebec. 

ANGELIQUE: The Monsieur would know. 

POUBELLE: No he wouldn't. We'd dig at night. 

ANGELIQUE: He'll be mad. 

POUBELLE: We'll be gone. Splits, I don't want to spend another night freezing 

on that porch. I want to go. 

ANGELIQUE: But we don't know where to go. 

POUBELLE: We'll figure it out. Do you like being studied? 

ANGELIQUE: Non 

POUBELLE: Then let's go. I have to get out of here. I can't breathe in here. We 

need a shovel. That new doctor, he's got to have one. He loves 

digging in the dirt. You could get one from him. 

POUBELLE: Tunnel through dark to come up in light. 

ANGELIQUE: Day only comes after a very long night 

POUBELLE: Dig deep for knowledge, pull up the weeds 
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ANGELIQUE: But too much and up come your planted seeds 

Scene 

In GLASS' office he is reading a letter that has come. MAX is working at his desk. MAX 
looks up and notices that GLASS looks disturbed. 

MAX: What is it Doctor? 

GLASS: It's a letter from the attorneys... .about the twins. 

MAX: The attorneys? 

GLASS: Yes, the girls are turning eighteen this year you see? 

MAX: Yes? 

GLASS: With the girls turning eighteen they will no longer be in my care, 

they will be considered adults. 

MAX: Yes? 

GLASS: They can do whatever they like after this year. 

MAX: Do they have any plans? 

GLASS: They don't know. 

MAX: Undecided? 

GLASS: They don't know that they won't be under my care. 

MAX: You haven't told them? 

GLASS: Not that they can go. Don't you tell them either. I need their full 

attention to get the work done. I need them to concentrate on being 

here... with each other and me. 

MAX: But? 
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GLASS: It's for the betterment of the science. We only have a few months. 

We need to work harder, we need to present our answer. That's 

why I took you on. 

MAX: Can't you just share what you have? 

GLASS: After ten years? We need to have figured out the bond. I must 

know. My girls will be gone. My time is running out. 

Scene 

The Girls emerge from their sides of the stage 

POUBELLE: A microscope held up close to the face 

ANGELIQUE: In the guise of serving the human race 

POUBELLE: Trying to unfold secrets like a flower 

ANGELIQUE: Trying to harness all of God's power 

POUBELLE: Something is needed, an artery tapped 

ANGELIQUE: The self is what keeps the rest of us trapped 

POUBELLE: The glue is cracking and it's starting to spread 

ANGELIQUE: Is it the loneliness that you so dread? 

Scene 

GLASS is alone in his office late in the evening He is reading over the attorney letter. 

GLASS: "Considered adults and will no longer be seen as a responsibility. 

No longer in need of care or guardianship." 

Flashback: POUBELLE comes in as her child self GLASS is at his desk with a dissection 
of a small pig POUBELLE stands next to him. 
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GLASS: Alright Poubelle, here is your scalpel. 

POUBELLE: It looks like a knife. 

GLASS: It is essentially. 

POUBELLE: Why? 

GLASS: Because you wanted to learn about organs, you've been begging 

for weeks. 

POUBELLE: Oui Monsieur, I want to see a heart. 

GLASS: So today, my little scientist, you are going to do your first 

dissection. We are going to dissect a fetal pig. 

POUBELLE: Qu'est-ce que c'est Monsieur? 

GLASS: We're going to open apig and see inside. 

POUBELLE: Open him? 

GLASS: With your scalpel. First I want you to trace a Y with your blade. 

POUBELLE: Cut him? 

GLASS: Yes Poubelle, so you can take the heart out. 

POUBELLE: We're going to take his heart out? 

GLASS: Yes my dear, don't worry I am here to help you along the way. 

GLASS takes her hand and guides her cut. 

POUBELLE: 

GLASS: 

Monsieur! I can feel his skin break! 

That's alright, keep going. A little harder, there, good girl. Now cut 

through the muscle and you'll start to see the veins. Good, good, 

now spread the ribs. 
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POUBELLE: Why is he so small? 

GLASS: Because he's a fetus. 

POUBELLE: C'est quois? Fetus? 

GLASS: A baby.. .not yet born. 

POUBELLE: What do you mean not yet born? 

GLASS: Harvested before birth. 

POUBELLE puts her scalpel down. She is visibly upset. 

POUBELLE: Where is his Maman? 

GLASS: Donated to science. 

POUBELLE: Why? 

GLASS: So you could learn about organs. 

POUBELLE: Non! 

GLASS: Yes Poubelle, it's alright. It's very normal. 

POUBELLE: He was killed for me! 

GLASS: It was killed so that we could learn more about organs, hearts. You 

said you wanted to learn about hearts. 

POUBELLE starts to cry. 

POUBELLE: 

GLASS: 

POUBELLE: 

I didn't want to, I didn't know, I just wanted to learn to be a 

scientist. 

And you are, you are my little scientist. 

Non, no more. Never! 
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GLASS: Poubelle, come here. (She goes to him) It's normal, it's part of life. 

We use the knowledge we get from-

POUBELLE: From culling the baby piggy, from taking him from his Maman so, 

I could, I murdered him. 

GLASS: No Poubelle, you didn't. Look at me. I promise you didn't. This is 

new to you but when this kind of thing has to be done, when you 

have to do something you maybe don't like, you need to create a 

scientific distance. 

POUBELLE: I go far far away from it? 

GLASS: Yes, but only in your mind. 

POUBELLE: Le petit cochon and his pauvre maman. 

GLASS: This is how life works Poubelle. This is how we get through life. 

He takes her hand and guides her scalpel. 

ANGELIQUE: Just look at the body as a sum of its parts. 

POUBELLE: Cut through the ribs to get to the heart. 

ANGELIQUE: Slowly cut into the organ like a knife through a cake. 

POUBELLE: Just concentrate on the present, don't make a mistake. 

ANGELIQUE: Don't think of the red bleeding on to your gloves 

POUBELLE: Don't think of its Maman and the things that it loves 

ANGELIQUE: If you let yourself feel, you'll slip with your knife 

POUBELLE: You must create the distance to get through this life 

Scene 
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MAX is in his room with all of his plants. He is fiddling with aflim projector when 
ANGELIQUE comes in. She comes in quietly and not knowing how to get his attention 
she taps on his shoulder. He jumps. 

MAX: You startled me. 

ANGELIQUE: Sorry 

MAX: Shouldn't you be in bed? 

ANGELIQUE: Not for twenty minutes. 

MAX: Oh. 

ANGELIQUE: What is all this? 

MAX: Oh, it's my, it's where I'm doing my experiments. 

ANGELIQUE: Les fleurs? 

MAX: I was just about to, would you mind turning off the lights. 

ANGELIQUE does so and we see aprojection of honey-bees pollinating afield of wild 
flowers. 

ANGELIQUE: Oh que c'est magnifique! 

MAX: You like it? 

ANGELIQUE: Oh oui! 

MAX: Well I am glad someone does, we'll see how the plants react. 

ANGELIQUE: How will you know? 

MAX: By the number of seeds they produce. 

ANGELIQUE: It's beautiful. 

He goes over to a wild rose he has sitting in a bag 

MAX: Could you help me for a minute? 

ANGELIQUE: Oui. 
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MAX: Great, you can grab a shovel from over there. 

ANGELIQUE: Shovel? 

ANGELIQUE goes over and picks up a spade. They transfer the rose bush into apot and 
laugh and enjoy themselves while doing it. They don 't talk but there is a heightened 
tension between them. ANGELIQUE sits down and looks at the pollination on the screen. 

It's almost like being outside, like being at a picnic. I can almost 

feel the sunshine. It's beautiful. 

MAX: Thank you. 

ANGELIQUE: Do you like it here? 

MAX: . . . Yes. 

ANGELIQUE: Oui? You don't sound sure. 

MAX: There's a steep learning curve working with Dr. Glass. 

ANGELIQUE: What is the world like? 

MAX: I don't feel like I really know. 

ANGELIQUE: I don't remember a whole lot. 

MAX: It's really hard. I always felt kind of alone. 

ANGELIQUE: But that's where all the people are. 

MAX: I know but I, I was never very good at meeting them. 

ANGELIQUE: Oh 

MAX: That's probably why I like plants so much. I could never calm my 

patients. I actually made them worse, couldn't calm them, couldn't 

comfort them. I completely failed at bedside manner. The profs 
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told me that I had better get into research rather than general 

practice. 

ANGELIQUE: Is that why you came here? 

MAX: I loved Dr. Glass' environmental articles. I thought if I could find 

him, maybe he'd take me on. 

ANGELIQUE: So you could hide? 

MAX: When I found out what he is doing here, if he resolves the 

research, if he identifies human connection, then there could be 

hope for me. I could learn how to help my patients, I could do my 

job. 

ANGELIQUE: I sometimes feel like that. 

MAX: How? 

ANGELIQUE: Like I can never do what everyone wants me to... 

Beat 

She looks at her hands 

Look! (She shows her black hands) Monsieur wouldn't be very 

pleased. 

MAX gets up and grabs a rag. While his back is turnedAngelique tucks the spade into 
her nightgown. MAX returns and wipes off her hands. 

Merci 

Beat 

MAX: 

Beat 

Thanks again for helping me 
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Why did you come-

ANGELIQUE: Ah, well, the monsieur was busy and I was wondering if you could 

give me something for my head. 

MAX: It's hurting? 

ANGELIQUE: It's better now. It's late, Monsieur will come to check if we're in 

bed. 

She stands up and struggles a bit to hide the shovel and runs offstage. 

Scene 

GLASS is sitting at his desk reading and writing. He is tired and wipes hiseyes and puts 
on his glasses. 

GLASS: How could blood thicken because of an altered state in the 

environment? A person? Perhaps we must look at the twins as one 

organism, like a set of conjoined twins who seem to have a sort of 

shared vascular system. Symbiotic creatures who partner for 

life. . .but why these girls? No different than any other siblings, 

why, how can they save each other? How are they different from 

the rest of us? 

GLASS continues to write notes. 

Scene: 

The girl's bedroom. There is a knock at the door. ANGELIQUE has given the shovel to 
POUBELLE who hides it under the bed when the doorknob starts to turn. 

MAX: 

POUBELLE: 

She smoothes the bed. 

May I come in? 

One moment. 
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Yes, we're ready. 

MAX enters 

Where is Monsieur? 

MAX: He is working late tonight. 

POUBELLE: Are you doing the examinations? 

MAX: Yes, for tonight. Poubelle would you like to go first? 

POUBELLE: Splits always goes first. 

MAX: Oh. . . right. 

ANGELIQUE: It's alright. You go Poubelle. 

MAX: Urn, then Poubelle, would you sit? 

POUBELLE: We always start standing Monsieur. 

MAX: Oh, yes I see. 

He looks at his chart and begins to examine Poubelle. 

POUBELLE: Am I beating? 

MAX: Bleeding? 

ANGELIQUE: Non, beating, her heart. 

MAX: 

POUBELLE: 

Oh. 

Relax Doctor Street. 

ANGELIQUE smiles encouragingly 

We don't bite 

MAX nervously checks over his chart 

POUBELLE: Glands, heart, reflexes, menstrual cycle, that's the order. 
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GLASS: Thank-

POUBELLE: De rien... Have you ever done this before? 

MAX: Once. When Dr. Glass was-

ANGELIQUE: When you were sick Poubelle. 

POUBELLE: Oh oui ... Why don't we play a game? 

MAX: A game? 

POUBELLE: Pour s'amuser while you do your work. 

ANGELIQUE: Lequel? 

POUBELLE: Story 

MAX: Story? 

POUBELLE: We make up a story. I say a line or a few, Splits continues and then 

you and so on and so on.. .we connect to make they story. Vous 

savez? 

ANGELIQUE: Les règles. 

POUBELLE: Bien sur! There are three rules, the story must make sense, the 

story must rhyme and if you cannot think of anything to say you 

must say pass. 

MAX: Do you play this often? 

BOTH GIRLS: Toujours! 

POUBELLE: What else is there to do? Okay, let's begin. 

ANGELIQUE: You start Belle. 

POUBELLE: The rhyming couplets, our set of Siamese twins 
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ANGELIQUE: God knows where one ends and the other begins.. .It's your turn. 

MAX: A double of everything... 

POUBELLE: You pass. A double of everything to pleasure the eye. 

ANGELIQUE: Of breath, of breast, and of softness of thigh. 

MAX: Umm, something with spurn. 

ANGELIQUE: You pass. 

POUBELLE: For a man their supple breasts burn. 

ANGELIQUE: POUBELLE! 

POUBELLE: Keep going. 

ANGELIQUE: In walks a man named Montreal smoked Pete. 

MAX: It is for his affection that the twins will compete 

ANGELIQUE: Tres bien 

POUBELLE: Sushi, as the blue one was aptly named. 

ANGELIQUE: For her sweet smell of fish was she properly famed 

MAX: The other called Setzuan for her foreign looks 

POUBELLE: She longed to practice what she'd only read in books 

ANGELIQUE: I want you, I want you, I want you my Pete 

MAX: Pass 

POUBELLE: Each had a craving for Montreal smoked meat 

ANGELIQUE: But my ladies, you make it so hard for a man to choose 

MAX: But I'm drunk off you both..ahh 

POUBELLE: Like I'm two fisting booze. 

"But smell her said," said Sushi, "I'm a pearl on the ocean floor." 
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ANGELIQUE: "But I'll love you," said Setzuan, "and give you so much more." 

MAX: "Enough!" said Pete, " I must know now and soon" 

POUBELLE: A man in this state cannot wait the next moon 

ANGELIQUE: Cut them apart, I'll choose when my mind clears 

MAX: You get the scissors... 

ANGELIQUE: I the pinking shears! 

POUBELLE: And the parts joining them one were made two 

ANGELIQUE: Pete unkindly undid all of God's glue. 

Max makes a motion for the girls to pass 

POUBELLE: Sushi, a fish out of water on the bathroom floor 

ANGELIQUE: Setzuan doing her best to lick what was sore 

MAX motions to pass 

POUBELLE: But my darlings, what's happened? Your lust is so withered? 

BOTH GIRLS: It was together into this world that we were delivered. 

POUBELLE: You've severed and dampened our elusive spark. 

ANGELIQUE: Now what to do with the pair of dying twins in the dark? 

POUBELLE: Now by heaven above and the tomb of Ophelia ... You finish it 

docteur! 

ANGELIQUE: Rhyme with Ophelia! 

POUBELLE: Vas-si! 

MAX: With the twins in the dark he. . .committed necrophelia. 

ANGELIQUE: What's necrophilia? 
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MAX: It's uh-

POUBELLE: Is that a medical term? 

MAX: I didn't have another word to rhyme. 

POUBELLE: What is it? 

MAX: It's sex.. .with a dead body. 

ANGELIQUE: Oh, mon dieu! 

MAX: I'm sorry, I couldn't think of anything else. 

POUBELLE: You really aren't very good at this Docteur. 

Scene 

GLASS and MAX sitting at GLASS's desk 

MAX: This could be the break we need. 

GLASS: The girls have always loved stories. 

MAX: But this was different, they could tell a story, the two of them 

without a breath in between. 

GLASS: I always made sure they read a lot. They have a much higher 

reading level than most. ..even in their second language. They 

sometimes forget their English words but-

MAX: Yes, yes but this wasn't about the words as much as how they 

strung them together. . .perfectly. No break, it was as if it was from 

only one mind. Doctor Glass, I think this could be it! Your lead! I 

have never seen anything like it. There is some sort of connection 

there. 
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GLASS: 

MAX: 

Scene 

You really believe there is something to this story telling? 

I tell you it was as if there was only one, this is the connection 

we've been looking for. 

It is late and the girls are digging. Angelique is standing watch. They are tired. 

POUBELLE: Why don't you sleep awhile? 

ANGELIQUE: Are you sure? 

POUBELLE: Oui, I'll be back in an hour. Put these under the sheets just in case. 

She gives a bundle of clothes to ANGELIQUE 

Get some rest. I'll knock when I'm ready to come up. 

ANGELIQUE: Bonne chance. Je t'aime. 

POUBELLE: Love you too. 

POUBELLE disappears down the hole. Angelique looks around She shapes the bundle of 
clothes so that they look like someone under the covers. She drags the bed back over the 
trap door. As she is doing this she accidentally knocks the lamp off the night-stand and it 
crashes to the floor. 

ANGELIQUE: Zoot la merde! 

Someone is outside the door. The knob turns and Angelique is frozen with fright. Light 
shines through the doorway. She holds her breath. Max enters holding aflashlight. 

MAX: Is everything alright in here? 

ANGELIQUE: Oui, oui, I knocked the lamp over. . . in my sleep. Must have had a 

bad dream. 

She bends to pick up the pieces and cuts herself 

Zoot. 
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MAX: Are you alright? 

ANGELIQUE: Oui (She puts her cut finger in her mouth) 

MAX: Here let me see. 

She gives him her hand and he squints at it with the light of the flashlight. 

Let's wash it in case there's porcelain in the wound. 

He moves her over to the sink and washes out the cut. She winces afew times. They sit on 
the bed over the trap door as he tends to her. 

There we go. It's started to clot. You'll have a nice scab in the 

morning. 

ANGELIQUE: Should I put a bandage on it? 

MAX: No, leave it. Let the air get at it. 

There is a tension between them as they sit closely together. He doesn 't take his hand off 
hers. 

ANGELIQUE: Merci. 

MAX: Mercy? 

ANGELIQUE: Merci ... thank you. 

MAX: Oh. You're welcome. 

Beat 

He looks at her hands 

Your fingernails are covered in dirt. 

ANGELIQUE: So are yours. 

He is embarrassed and moves his hands away. 

MAX: How is your head? 
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ANGELIQUE: The same most nights. 

MAX: Let me take you in to Doctor Glass. 

ANGELIQUE: Non Monsieur, S'il vous plait? 

MAX: It could be dangerous. It might have something to do with the 

accident. 

ANGELIQUE: It is the accident. 

MAX: Then let us help you, let us fix-

ANGELIQUE: You want to fix me? You can't. 

MAX: We can give you medicine. 

ANGELIQUE: There is no medicine, no medicine that will patch up a hole. 

MAX: What do you mean? 

ANGELIQUE: You say that scientists have proven that words matter. We have a 

saying in Quebec "Tu me manqué." Do you know what this 

means? 

MAX: I don't speak French. 

ANGELIQUE: We say it when we are separated from someone. It means "you are 

missing from me." 

MAX: I miss you 

ANGELIQUE: Non, you are missing from me, I am incomplete I have a hole 

where you used to be. Vous savez? Do you understand? 

MAX: I think so, but I-
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ANGELIQUE: It means that there is a wound, a gaping wound that is much worse 

than the others from l'accident. My Maman, my Papa, taken away 

so that I was left with parts missing. You can never plug them up 

because you can never return to me qu'est-ce qui manque. 

Beat 

ANGELIQUE holds up her finger 

Will it scar? 

MAX: It shouldn't if it gets enough air. 

ANGELIQUE: I don't want any more scars. 

MAX: I thought you said that you didn't mind. 

ANGELIQUE: I know. 

She touches her bottom lip where it has been split. 

Will it ever heal? 

MAX: Not anymore than it has. 

She looks disappointed. She tightens her lip to hide it. Max puts his hands on her face to 
soften her jaw and expose her l4. Poubelle has crawled up from the hole and is about to 
come out when she realizes her sister is not alone. 

I think it's beautiful. 

ANGELIQUE: Scientifically? 

MAX: No 

He kisses her. She kisses him back like he is fresh air. After a moment Angelique pulls 
away. 

ANGELIQUE: Le temps. What time is it? 

MAX: Ssssh, your sister. (He motions to the bundle of clothes) 
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ANGELIQUE: Yes ma soeur. 

MAX: It's past one. 

ANGELIQUE: It's late (She untangles herself) 

MAX: It is. I should probably go. 

They kiss and he leaves 

ANGELIQUE: Bon soir. 

He is gone. There are afew knocks from underneath her bed The noise surprises her and 
she nearly jumps out of her skin. She bends to see her sister crawling out of the hole. 

POUBELLE: Angelique? 

ANGELIQUE: Belle? 

POUBELLE looks at her strangely 

POUBELLE: How was it? 

ANGELIQUE: How was what? 

POUBELLE: Did anyone come? 

ANGELIQUE: Non, non. 

POUBELLE: Why is the lamp broken? 

ANGELIQUE: I kicked it over in my sleep. 

POUBELLE: oh 

Beat 

ANGELIQUE: What did you see down there. 

POUBELLE: Rien, Nothing at all. 

ANGELIQUE: Want to come warm up in my bed? 

POUBELLE: I want to be by myself tonight. 
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ANGELIQUE: Oh. . . okay. 

They crawl into their own beds. 

Je t' aime ma bleu. 

POUBELLE rolls away from her sister and shuts off the light. 

Scene 

POUBELLE is alone on stage. 

POUBELLE: Maman, Papa, you should have seen it before, before we were 

born. We were nothing, nothing but little bits with chords attaching 

us as we floated. My sister there, beside me before I knew what it 

was to have something beside me. Our hands and faces grew. My 

first handful was of the skin inside Angelique's chest, grabbing at 

her heart as she floated and bumped. It was so beautiful Maman, so 

red, rich and dark. It was like lying on toast and looking up 

through the jam.. .the kind without seeds. Oh Papa and we were all 

there together. Your hands on Maman as we floated inside. Split-

lip before she was Split lip, just Angelique, our mother's blonde 

twin. She was beside me when we got born. She was beside me 

when you died. She was there when nobody was there, she was 

there. 

Scene 

GLASS has brought in a tub of ice water. 

GLASS: Go and grab the ice from the freezer Street. 

MAX: I assumed we got the results we wanted from this the first time. 
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GLASS: In what capacity does doing something only once result in accurate 

factual data? 

MAX: I just thought that the last time, the twins seemed to find it-

GLASS I've got that under control. 

MAX: I still think-

GLASS: Pour the ice in before it melts. 

The girls walk onstage in their bathing suits. They look grim. 

Angelique, let me take your blood so we can begin. . . Doctor Street, 

could you please help me with these while I finish with the blood. 

He takes out two pairs of handcuffs and hands them to Max 

MAX: 

GLASS: 

What are these for? 

Safety. Start with Poubelle. 

MAX stares at the cuffs in his hands. POUBELLE puts her hands out with an expression 
of daring him to proceed. Max puts the handcuffs on her without looking her in the eyes. 

Done? Alright Poubelle, let me get a sample of that blood. 

ANGELIQUE and POUBELLE switch places. ANGELIQUE puts her hands out 

MAX: 

He handcuffs her 

GLASS: 

(Very quietly). I'm sorry. 

In you go 

She starts to get into the tub. Max helps her. She shivers as she sits down. 

Temperature? 

MAX: Sixty 

GLASS: Five degrees colder than last time, very good Street. Now 

Poubelle, how do you feel? 
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POUBELLE says nothing 

GLASS: Poubelle? Just answer the questions and soon it will all be over. 

Nice and easy, you remember what happens when you act up? 

POUBELLE stares at Max. 

POUBELLE: Je me souviens. 

GLASS: Good, how do you feel then? 

ANGELIQUE shivers in the tub. She is starting to shiver convulsively. 

POUBELLE: Nothing. 

GLASS: You feel nothing? 

Take the other twin's temperature Doctor Street? What is she at? 

MAX: She's at 97.5 degrees, 1.1 degrees below normal body temperature. 

GLASS: Poubelle, do you feel numb? Is that what you are feeling? 

POUBELLE: Yes, numb. I feel numb. (She starts to shiver) 

GLASS: She's picking up on her sister. Good Poubelle, very good. Maybe 

there is something to what you said Street. 

He writes in his book. POUBELLE stops shivering. GLASS feels her skin and checks over 
her. 

MAX: 

Blood vessels in the extremities are beginning to constrict, 

lessoning heat loss. Her sister? 

The same. 

MAX is bent over ANGELIQUE checking her vitals but also looking worried. 

How do you feel Angelique? Tell me. 
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ANGELIQUE: Fine, better. I feel better. I'm warming up. It was cold there pour 

un moment mais maintenantje suis plus chaude. L'air est plus 

chaud. 

MAX: She says she's warming up. 

GLASS takes POUBELLE's temperature. 

GLASS: Yes! Yes, she's warming up as well. They are in complete 

synchronicity! Damn it Max you were right! 

MAX touches ANGELIQUE. POUBELLE stares jealously as he touches her. 

She's rising. Her temperature is through the roofi He face is 

flushed. 

MAX: Pale. She feels cool.. .Angelique, Angelique how do you feel? 

ANGELIQUE: Hot! I'm boiling. 

MAX: Breath is quick and shallow. 

GLASS: Same 

MAX: She's freezing. (About Angelique) 

GLASS: She's hot! (About Poubelle) 

MAX: She says she feels warm but her skin is ice. 

GLASS: 99 degrees. . . she's starting to develop a fever. 

MAX: I think she's heading into stage two hypothermia. 

GLASS: 100.5 degrees. 

POUBELLE: Don't touch her! 

GLASS turns to see MAX tending to ANGELIQUE. He notices the anger in POUBELLE 's 
face. He feels her forehead. 
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MAX: Angelique. . .1 want you to touch your thumb and little finger. Can 

you do that? 

MAX lifts her hand out of the water. She tries but cannot move her two fingers. She 
shivers violently and then stops. 

GLASS: Temperature of 103 degrees. 

POUBELLE: Don't touch her! 

GLASS removes the wires from POUBELLE and gives her a drink of water. He takes a 
wet cloth and brings it to her face. 

MAX: Her muscles have stopped working. The shivering has stopped. He 

takes her temperature. 93 degrees. Stage three Hypothermia. 

Cellular metabolic processes are starting to shut down. 

MAX bends to pick her up out the water. 

GLASS: She's going into critical condition. 

He finishes unhooking POUBELLE. She yells: 

POUBELLE: Get him off her! Get him off her! 

POUBELLE faints. GLASS picks her up and rushes offstage with her. 

GLASS: Record everything! 

MAX cradles ANGELIQUE to his chest to warm her. He peels her wet hair off her 
shoulders puts his arms around her. She murmurs: 

ANGELIQUE: Ma soeur. .. ou est ma Poubelle? Ma petit bleu, ou est ma petite 

bleu Poubelle? 

MAX: Damn it! Damn It! Damn It! Angelique! 

Lights fade as MAX holds the confusedANGELIQUE. The following is said on the dark.-

POUBELLE: Angelique, la chaleur it's burning me hot 

ANGELIQUE: Poubelle, the ice in my blood it's starting to clot 
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POUBELLE: You promised beside me is where you would stay 

And I'm watching you, cracking and floating away 

Scene 

MAX and GLASS are in the office. 

GLASS: Well that was a complete failure! 

MAX: What were you trying to do in there? 

GLASS: I thought you told me that the girls would connect? That they react 

like one being? 

MAX: Yes 

GLASS: Then how do you explain their reactions just now? They reacted in 

complete opposition? 

MAX: I don't know. I was just telling you what I saw. 

GLASS: We need results now. What if that had happened at a conference? 

Do you want to completely embarrass me? 

MAX: Those girls, those girls could have died in there. 

GLASS: They didn't. 

MAX: We caught Angelique before she went into the final stage of hypo-

GLASS: Are you questioning my methods? Tell me, how long have you 

been considered a doctor? 

MAX: What? 

GLASS: How long? 

MAX: I graduated last year. 

GLASS: I have been a doctor for more years than you have been alive! 
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MAX: I, but listen to me, those girls, why did you have to? Why in the 

water? Why do you have to control them? 

GLASS: You relate to botany yes? Well, those girls are unpredictable 

subjects. We need to create similar controls for our work to have 

any validity. This is no different from the study of plants is it? 

MAX: But the girls aren't-

GLASS: Science is science.. .there is no hierarchy because of the 

complexity of the cell structure. Do you prune your plants? 

MAX: Which plants? 

GLASS: Your specimens, your controls, do you prune them if they threaten 

to invade another environment? 

MAX: Yes, if they begin to grow beyond their controlled boundary.. .for 

safety. 

GLASS: It's for the safety of the subjects that they stay within their 

controlled boundary? 

MAX: Yes sir. 

GLASS: In all my years as a medical professional, never once have I de-

limbed one of my subjects. It seems to me that amputation is a 

much harsher control method than a firm hand. 

MAX: Are you joking? 

GLASS: Are you questioning how things work here? 

MAX: But the twins-

GLASS: The twins are everything! Can't you see that? 
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MAX: But you are using them for research with no regard-

GLASS: Be quiet! You have no idea what you are talking about. 

MAX: It's dangerous! It's unethical! 

GLASS: You have no idea! Those girls are everything to me! If it weren't 

for them-Twenty-one years ago, when you were six years old, I 

was a doctor with a family of my own. I had a wife and a three-

year old son. We were driving home from a party at a colleague's. 

The car slipped on the ice. I was pinned to the wheel- my wife, our 

son on her lap, slammed into the windshield. In the ambulance we, 

the three of us covered in each other's blood. They died before we 

got to the hospital. 

MAX: What? 

GLASS: I was a ghost. Why them and not me? What had I done? What 

hadn't I done? I moved, I didn't want to be reminded of life. I was 

the walking wounded. I worked in a tiny hospital, had to go 

through everyday at that prairie hospital wondering when people 

would notice blood pooling on my lab coat, see the gaping hole in 

my side. 

MAX: Sir-

GLASS: It wasn't until those girls came that I became whole again. Those 

little girls, so vulnerable, so terribly hurt. I just wanted to, they 

were like a transfusion for me. I worked like hell to save them. I 

was exhausted but it felt good- for the first time in years. When it 
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looked like we were going to lose them, I was beside myself, I 

actually went into the bathroom and I wept for those little girls. 

MAX: And you saved them sir. 

GLASS: No I didn't. I didn't have anything to do with their survival.. .they 

did. As soon as they were together, they, their blood gelled and the 

bleeding stopped. They saved each other. 

MAX: But sir, of course you had a hand in-

GLASS: You know I was furious? I couldn't help it. I was so angry they 

didn't need me. I was only a bystander, could only ever be a 

bystander. What was it about them? Why had they pulled each 

other through? When I was lying beside both of them in the 

ambulance, why did they die? What wasn't enough? 

MAX: And now-

GLASS: Why don't you question yourself? Why don't you find something 

out instead of hiding in your room with your plants? Those girls 

are about to walk out my door! Come their eighteenth birthday 

they will be free to do as they wish and I will, I will let them go. 

Don't you ever question my ethics because I have spent the past 

ten years giving those girls my life! I'll do it if it kills me. We need 

to know the answers NOW! Why don't you find out something 

that will help us! 

Scene 

MAX is alone in his room playing with his film equipment when POUBELLE comes in. 
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POUBELLE: Doctor Street? 

MAX: Angelique? 

POUBELLE: Yes. 

MAX: Are you okay? 

POUBLLE: Yes. 

MAX: Come here, let me make sure. 

POUBELLE: No. 

MAX: Are you angry? 

POUBELLE: Why did you let the Monsieur do that to us? 

MAX: I, I don't know. 

POUBELLE: He hates us. 

MAX: He loves you. 

POUBELLE: Why does he hurt us? 

MAX: I don't know. He, I think he thinks he is doing the right thing. 

POUBELLE: For science? 

MAX: For you, for him, for everyone. 

POUBELLE: What about you? 

MAX: What about me? 

POUBELLE: What does he do for you? 

MAX: I've never had a home before. 

POUBELLE: This is not a home. 

MAX: There's never been a place for me before. 

POUBELLE: Are you lonely? 
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MAX: Not now. . . usually. I was, I didn't even know I was until I came 

here. Until the doctor took me in. 

POUBELLE: Until you met my- until you met me. 

MAX: Yes. Do you ever feel lonely? 

POUBELLE: Yes. 

MAX: Even with your sister? 

POUBELLE: There are nights when the sounds of my bedsprings wake me. I 

turn to see if I've woken her but she lies there with her mouth open 

just un peu. I roll over to stop the sound because don't you see? 

The springs only make the noise when I lie on my chest. The 

tightness binds itself so that my ribs cannot move. It is the slow 

sickly sound as the metal coils and releases, my chest so tight like 

when all the ribs were broken. Have you ever felt this way? 

MAX: Not anymore. 

POUBELLE: Why? 

MAX: Because I found you. 

MAX comes up to her in the dark. He takes her head in his hands. POUBELLE is scared 
but lets him. He kisses her forehead. Her body changes as she is touched. 

POUBELLE: You have to stop. 

MAX: Are you angry? 

POUBELLE: You have to stop. You have to let us go. You cannot have me. 

MAXpulls away and is visibly hurt. 

MAX: I'm sorry. 

POUBELLE: I have to go, the monsieur-
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MAX holds her face and kisses her lips fully. ANGELIQUE has entered and hidden 
herself 

MAX: Your lip? Your lip-

She is gone. Max exits. We see ANGELIQUE come out of the dark where she has just 
witnessed the kiss. 

Scene 

MAX: A hybrid of sorts. The sap of one pollinator mixed with another. The completion 

of another.. .to fill the missing parts. Relationships molding not just our experience but 

our biology. 

ANGELIQUE: The kiss of life tasting of spit 

POUBELLE: Warm nutrition flows in through the lips 

GLASS: Extra blood that could strain the heart 

MAX: In essence we couldn't survive apart 

GLASS: The tissues of the organs begin to swell 

MAX: We are imprisoned in each other's cells 

POUBELLE: Connections as addictive as a potent drug 

ANGELIQUE: Falling into a hole that you yourself dug 

Scene 

The twins are in their room. ANGELIQUE throws open the trap door. 

POUBELLE: What are you doing? 

ANGELIQUE: I have to get away from here. 

POUBELLE: But the tunnel-

ANGELIQUE: Is it finished? 

POUBELLE: Almost. 
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ANGELIQUE: Then give me the shovel! I have to get out of here. 

POUBELLE: Angelique, keep your voice down! Just wait. 

ANGELIQUE: Non, I just want to get out. I just want to be alone. 

POUBELLE: Un minute, 

ANGELIQUE: Non, don't you see? He caught you. Poubelle, he caught you too? 

He's, we're his experiment! 

POUBELLE: We've always been the monsieur's experi-

ANGELIQUE: Non! Max! We're his! Let's go! Now! Let's please just leave this 

place. 

POUBELLE: Ssssh! Qu'est-ce que vous dites? 

ANGELIQUE: I saw! 

POUBELLE: Saw what? 

ANGELIQUE: I saw you with him. Why didn't you tell me? 

POUBELLE: Why didn't you tell me? 

ANGELIQUE: What? 

POUBELLE: I saw you. I saw you in our room, when I was in the hole, when I 

was getting us out of here. I just never thought you would lie to 

me. 

ANGELIQUE: I never lied to you. 

POUBELLE: You never told me. 

ANGELIQUE: I, what about you! Why didn't you tell me? 

POUBELLE: It wasn't the same. 

ANGELIQUE: I SAW YOU! 
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POUBELLE: Shhhh quiet! No you-

ANGELIQUE: Poubelle! I saw you in his room! I saw him kiss you. 

POUBELLE: It wasn't the same thing. I did it for you. 

ANGELIQUE: Pour moi! 

POUBELLE: He, he doesn't know. He, I saw you, I saw how you were so I, he 

thinks I was you. 

ANGELIQUE: What were you doing? 

POUBELLE: I told him that you didn't want him. 

ANGELIQUE: QUOI! 

POUBELLE: Shhh, keep your voice down! I saw it, I saw it and we would never 

leave. I knew you had to go. 

ANGELIQUE: You took away the one thing that was my very own Poubelle! 

You're jealous! 

POUBELLE: I am not! 

ANGELIQUE: You are! You can never let me, you have to control everything so 

that it suits you. You are just like the monsieur! 

POUBELLE: I am nothing like the monsieur! 

ANGELIQUE: You are! You are digging this for what? So we can be free? Don't 

you see that we'll never be free this way? If we cannot, if I can 

never touch anything else, if you never let me, how is it different 

from le Monsieur? How are you any different? 

POUBELLE: I did what is best for you! 

ANGELIQUE: Non! You didn't! You did what was best for you! 
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POUBELLE: Be Quiet! You want those doctors to dig into, rip everything out of 

you and lay it out on their table? 

ANGELIQUE: I just want, I wanted a chance to find something out for myself! 

POUBELLE: I was saving you! 

ANGELIQUE: NON! You have taken the only freedom I had away from me. I 

JUST WANT YOU TO LEAVE ME ALONE! 

GLASS enters 

GLASS: What is going on here? 

POUBELLE: Nothing Monsieur. 

GLASS: What is that? 

POUBELLE: It's nothing monsieur.. .a, un place pour des legumes. 

GLASS: ENGLISH! 

ANGELIQUE: It's a root cellar Monsieur. 

GLASS: And what are you doing with that root cellar? 

POUBELLE: Rien, nothing Monsieur! 

GLASS: What is that shovel doing here? 

GLASS walks over to the hole. 

What have you girls been up to? What is this? Are you trying to 

dig out of here? 

ANGELIQUE: Non Monsieur! 

GLASS: Then explain yourself! 

ANGELIQUE: It was a game Monsieur, just a game. 
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GLASS: Like your stories? Why do you look like that Angelique? Why are 

you crying? Come here! 

ANGELIQUE: Non! Please! 

POUBELLE: It was me Monsieur. It was all my fault. I just thought. . .1 dug the 

hole and was trying to make Angelique leave. She's crying 

because she doesn't want to go. 

GLASS: Is that true Angelique? 

POUBELLE: It's true Monsieur. Look at her, she doesn't want to go.. .1 was 

forcing her to go. 

GLASS: You'll never change will you? 

ANGELIQUE: Non Monsieur! It's not all her-

GLASS: Enough! Poubelle come here! Now! 

POUBELLE goes to Monsieur 

It's time you did something useful. 

ANGELIQUE: Please! Please let her go! 

GLASS: You'll have a much deeper sleep without your sister disturbing 

you. 

ANGELIQUE: Please! 

GLASS: You are not leaving me! 

GLASS leaves with POUBELLE 

ANGELIQUE: As things shift and quake it breaks the glass 

POUBELLE: It is a potent mixture of future and past 
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ANGELIQUE: 

POUBELLE: 

Scene 

Don't, please don't take her away 

Just take me, she doesn't want me to stay. 

GLASS is in his office with POUBELLE tied on a gurney. He takes a long needle and 
begins to extract blood into a bag 

POUBELLE: 

GLASS ignores her 

GLASS: 

POUBELLE: 

GLASS ignores her 

GLASS: 

Qu'est-ce que vous faites? 

What are you doing? Please Monsieur? 

You stopped wanting to learn about anything years ago 

Please tell me what you are doing to me? 

Please tell me! Please talk to me. 

I'm taking blood. 

He piles empty blood bags next to her 

POUBELLE: 

GLASS: 

POUBELLE: 

GLASS: 

POUBELLE: 

GLASS: 

POUBELLE: 

How much? Why are you doing this? 

Hold still 

Please monsieur, I'm sorry I didn't mean to-

Since you were little, always lashing out. Enough! I've had 

enough-

Please Monsieur! Why won't you listen to me? Why haven't you 

ever listened to me? 

Why did you dig that hole? 

Why are you doing this to me? 
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GLASS: Why were you running away? Two pints out. 

POUBELLE: We weren't Monsieur! 

GLASS: Stop lying! 

POUBELLE: Because, because monsieur! Because I couldn't take it anymore! 

Don't distance me! 

GLASS: Two and a half pints. 

MAX enters the room with ANGELIQUE behind him. 

MAX: What are you doing? 

GLASS turns and sees MAX with ANGELIQUE. 

GLASS: Take her to her room. We'll use her later. 

MAX: What are you doing to her? 

GLASS: Take Angelique to her room please. 

MAX: What are you doing in here? 

GLASS: Following your lead Dr. Street. 

MAX: My lead? 

GLASS: Yes, I'm harvesting blood to inject into the other twin. 

MAX: What! 

GLASS: Isn't that latest you've come up with for your plants? In your 

research you state that relationships create not only experience but 

biology.. .well I'm taking a page out of your book. I'm completing 

one with the other. 
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MAX: But that was only theory and you can't just use the girls.. .it could 

be dangerous. I haven't even done the experiments with the plants 

yet! 

ANGELIQUE: Poubelle? 

POUBELLE: Oui? 

ANGELIQUE: Je suis desolais! 

GLASS: Well, now we'll know won't we? 

MAX: But that experiment is dangerous. 

GLASS: The girls are the research Street and progress cannot happen 

without risk. 

ANGELIQUE: Poubelle! 

ANGELIQUE runs up to her sister but GLASS grabs her and shoves her to the floor. She 
hits the ground hard 

GLASS: Get away from her! 

MAX runs over to where ANGELIQUE is lying on the floor holding her head He picks 
her up and cradles her to his chest. 

MAX: Are you okay? Your head? 

ANGELIQUE: Si vous plais! Ma soeur! 

MAX: It's okay. Everything will be okay. 

He smoothes her hair in an effort to calm her down. 

GLASS: 

MAX: 

What is this Street? 

Nothing. 
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GLASS: 

MAX: 

It doesn't look like nothing. It looks like you've been dipping into 

the petri dish. Sampling the controls are we? 

Don't talk to me about mixing the work with the personal. 

POUBELLE is losing strength. 

POUBELLE: Monsieur? Si vous plais. 

MAX: Let her go! 

GLASS: You are off the project! Get off the premises! 

MAX: You need to stop! Please, you are taking too much out at one 

time. You're going to end up killing her. 

GLASS picks up a needle and holds it up to POUBELLE's neck. 

GLASS: You take one step closer and I'll inject this into her blood. She'll 

die of an embolism. 

MAX: Why are you doing this? 

GLASS: Get out, you've never understood what we're looking for. Just get 

out. 

MAX: Put down the needle! 

ANGELIQUE: Please monsieur! Please let her go. 

POUBELLE: Monsieur, what good am Ito you dead? Please, please, I'll stay 

here with you if you'll let my sister go. Monsieur please, let 

Angelique go and we can do what ever you like. You can take as 

much out of me as you wish. 

ANGELIQUE: Non! 
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POUBELLE: Please Monsieur? Just let them go and there will be no waste. I'll 

help you, I'll look at the books and study up on where you want to 

start, you can take my hands, you can take off my skin so that it's 

just the veins just please, you know Angelique couldn't stand it. 

She's weaker, she won't last but I'm strong, you know that. Her 

headaches, she's already lost so much blood a long time ago. 

Please, it would make sense. 

GLASS: I have given you ten years. What will I be once they're gone? Why 

would you ever leave me? 

POUBELLE: You want to know what love is Monsieur? Isn't that why we are 

here? You told me once, a very long time ago that to get through 

life, we create distance, to get through this life. 

GLASS: Quiet! 

POUBELLE: Non! We create distance so that we can cut the piggy and survive 

the car crashes, you told me this Monsieur. This is when I went 

away from you, this 

is when I knew I couldn't be your protégé, because monsieur, I 

can't protect myself like you. 

GLASS: Why would you leave me? Why did they leave me? 

POUBELLE: Monsieur, why can't you see that we love you? 

GLASS weakens at this. 
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During POUBELLE's pleading MAX has snuck up near GLASS. He hits the needle out of 
his hand MAX handcuffs GLASS. They find something and tie him to his chair. 
ANGELIQUE rips off a portion of her nightgown and gags him with it. 

ANGELIQUE: Oh ma Belle, ma Poubelle. 

POUBELLE relaxes and we see just how weak she has become. 

Get it to stop. Get the blood to stop. 

MAX takes out the chords and puts pressure where the needle has been inserted into 
POUBELLE 's arm. 

Is she alright? Will she be alright? 

MAX checks her vitals. He looks at the bags of blood next to her andfalls silent. 

ANGELIQUE: You can do something can't you? Please do something! I need ma 

soeur! 

POUBELLE: It's too late isn't it Monsieur? 

ANGELIQUE: Non, it's not. He's a doctor. He can help you. He can fix anything 

right? 

MAX: You've lost a lot of blood. 

ANGELIQUE: Then put it back in her. Put it all back! 

MAX: We can't. She's already in hypovolemic shock. A transfusion 

would be too much. We have to stabalize her with fluids and get 

help. 

ANGELIQUE tries to walk but falls. 

POUBELLE: Ange, Ange you have to go! 

ANGELIQUE: Non, not without you! 
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POUBELLE: You have to.. .please go! You can come back and get me. I'll be 

here waiting. 

MAX: She can't be moved. We'll take that beat up old truck and if it 

breaks down we'll walk until someone picks us up. Once I get you 

to a hospital I'll come right back for your sister. 

POUBELLE: Ange will never live through that. She's too weak, look at her. You 

need to get her to someone fast. 

MAX: God! I don't know what to do. 

POUBELLE: Use me. 

MAX: What? 

POUBLLE: Give her my blood. 

ANGELIQUE: That's what was going to kill us! 

MAX: No, she's right. It's risky but we have to try. You'll have enough 

red blood cells to stabilize you for the trip to the hospital. 

ANGELIQUE: Non, I don't want to take it. I want you to put it back in her! 

MAX: We can't! This might be the only chance we have. 

ANGELIQUE: Non, I don't want to leave Poubelle. 

POUBELLE: Splits, you have to. You are my Split Lip. You have to go get help. 

I'll be right here when you get back. You'll never be without me, 

I'll be coursing right here in your veins. 

ANGELIQUE goes up to her and touches her face. 

ANGELIQUE: I love you. I'll never leave you. 
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POUBELLE: Go with Max, he'll take good care of you. 

ANGELIQUE looks unconvinced 

I'll always be in there (points to Angelique's chest). Je t'aime. 

Now let me talk to Max. . . alone. 

MAX: Take this and go to the lab quickly. 

MAX hands her a bag of blood and an IV. ANGELIQUE hesitates. 

POUBELLE: Go! 

ANGELIQUE nods and leaves the room. 

POUBELLE: I won't be here when you get back will I? 

MAX: I don't know. 

POUBELLE: Take good care of her. 

MAX: Iwill. 

POUBELLE: I love her. 

Max nods and rushes out. 

POUBELLE is left looking at GLASS. 

Monsieur, when I wake up choking on loneliness, hemorrhaging 

on Maman et Papa I look over and see my sister sleeping. I will 

drown splashing in the blood but I cannot, I cannot give up and 

drown because she is there and I cannot let her drown in her own 

chest. So Monsieur, I hook my hand on to my ribs and I climb 

them like a ladder. I crawl up my slippery throat and wait to 

exhale. She knows nothing of this, that I drown in my chest many 
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times because when I do this, I do it alone. I stay because of her. 

You left us Monsieur, you wouldn't let us in. You are a part of me 

and I you. I love you. It hurts too much doesn't it? It hurts but it 

completes us. Tu me manque. 

She closes her eyes and dies as GLASS watches her. 

The End. 


